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Abstract
Increasing renewable energy generation is among the most important objectives of smart
grid, especially due to the increased environmental concerns, energy demand, and depletion
of fossil energy resources. Introducing incentive feed-in tariff (FIT) programs to promote
renewable distributed generation (DG) in distribution systems is an essential step towards
smart grid implementation. However, current regulations of FIT programs for small-scale
DG sources strictly limit the aggregated installed DG capacity to a small fraction of the
system peak load. Limiting the DG capacity avoids the need for detailed connection impact
assessment studies for the DG connection. Conducting detailed CIA studies for each small-
scale DG project application is impractical due to the large number of applications, which
can lead to delaying the DG connection process. However, avoiding assessment studies
and imposing such strict limits result in rejecting numerous applications for renewable DG
projects, and therefore losing a significant amount of renewable DG capacity.
Such situations underscore the need for research that suggests new directions for in-
creasing small-scale renewable DG projects under FIT programs. In order to accomplish
this target, this thesis presents a planning model and a management scheme for DG con-
nection online assessment in smart grids. The planning model achieves two objectives:
insuring an adequate profit for DG owners and maximizing the number of installed DG
sources in the systems. The management scheme controls the curtailment of the connected
DG units to satisfy the system operational constrains. Implementing the proposed work
evades the need for detailed connection impact assessment studies prior to installing small-
scale DG units since the assessment is performed on an online basis. This feature can
therefore reduce the number of rejected applications for renewable DG projects under FIT
programs while accelerating the DG connection process.
The proposed planning model and management scheme for DG connection online as-
sessment are based on dividing the output power of each DG unit into two components:
unconditional and conditional. The unconditional DG component refers to the portion of
DG output power that is not subject to curtailment for all online conditions of the system;
this component guarantees an adequate profit for the DG investors. The conditional DG
component denotes the portion of the DG output power that is subject to curtailment. The
curtailment of the conditional DG component is controlled using the proposed management
scheme for DG connection online assessment.
The first phase of this work introduces an economic model for calculating the uncondi-
tional DG component. This model ensures that the unconditional DG component, which
is not susceptible to curtailment, yields adequate profit for DG investors. The first part
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also presents a techno-economic planning model that maximizes the number of DG units
installed based on the technical and economic constraints.
The second phase of this work presents a novel algorithm for DLF analysis that can
interact with the continual changes of load and network topology in smart grids. This
algorithm can solve the DLF problem in a specific area of interest in a distribution system
without necessitating the inclusion of all of the system buses. This “zooming” feature
leads to a significant reduction in the required DLF solution time, especially for large
distribution systems. This DLF algorithm is utilized in obtaining load flow results in the
proposed management scheme for DG connection online assessment, presented in the third
phase of this work.
The third phase of this work introduces a management scheme for DG connection online
assessment in smart grids. The assessment is performed using a novel scalable optimization
model that utilizes the “zooming” feature of the proposed DLF algorithm, presented in the
second phase of this work. The scalable optimization model can therefore minimize the
curtailment of the conditional DG components in a specific area of interest in the system
without including all the system buses in the optimization problem. This feature ensures
fast calculation of the minimum DG power to be curtailed based on the online condition
of the system.
The simulation results include a comparison between two maximum renewable DG
capacities - that which can be installed according to the current FIT rules in Ontario
and that which can be installed by implementing the proposed planning model with the
management scheme for DG connection online assessment. The comparison indicates that
implementing the proposed work would significantly increase the number of small-scale
renewable DG projects that can be installed.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 General
In recent years, there has been a growing interest in increasing renewable energy distributed
generation (DG) sources due to the increased environmental concerns, energy demand,
and depletion of fossil energy resources. This interest is reflected in the growing trend
toward introducing incentive feed-in tariff (FIT) programs to promote the installation
of renewable DG sources in distribution systems. Promoting and facilitating renewable
generation through FIT programs is a key step towards smart grids.
A FIT is a policy mechanism for accelerating renewable energy investments [1]. FIT
programs provide long-term purchase agreements (10-25 years) for renewable energy pro-
ducers. A FIT purchase agreement offers a per-kWh price for the produced renewable
energy. This price is determined by the project size and the cost of generation of each
technology [2–5]. A FIT policy has three main components [1]: a guaranteed DG connec-
tion to the grid, a fixed long-term purchase agreement, and a per-kWh price based on the
cost of generation.
Implementing FIT programs faces many challenges. Typically, current distribution net-
works are not designed to accommodate high penetration levels of renewable DG sources.
The adverse effects of installing renewable DG sources on distribution systems include
overvoltage, reverse power flow, and system unbalance problems [6–8]. Therefore, the
connection of DG sources under FIT programs must comply with a set of technical inter-
connection requirements (TIR). The TIR include constraints on the impact of connecting
a DG source on the system operation such as operating voltage range, system protection
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scheme, system unbalance, and equipment overloading. The TIR are set to ensure safe
penetration of the DG source while maintaining efficient and reliable system operation. A
connection impact assessment (CIA) study for DG connection is required prior to connect-
ing a DG source under FIT rules to ensure the DG source satisfy all the TIR constraints.
The IEEE Std 1547 series provides standards for interconnecting DG sources with electric
power systems. The main guidelines for conducting impact studies for DG interconnection
are given in the IEEE Std 1547.7-2003 [9].
1.2 Motivation
The Ontario Power Authority (OPA) has developed a FIT program for the province of
Ontario [10]. This program supports a variety of renewable energy technologies including
wind, photovoltaic (PV), waterpower, biomass, biogas, and landfill gas. The DG capacity
in this program should be greater than 10 kW for single-phase DG or greater than 30 kW
for three-phase DG. The OPA has also developed a micro feed-in tariff program (microFIT)
that enables the installation of small-scale renewable energy DG sources [11]. The microFIT
program enables homeowners and other eligible participants to install a small or “micro”
renewable energy generation project (single-phase DG less than 10 kW or three-phase
DG less than 30 kW) on their property. The connection of DG sources under the FIT and
microFIT programs must comply the TIR given in [12] and [13], respectively. The TIR have
been developed in accordance with Ontario and Canadian regulations and international
standards.
The FIT and the microFIT programs are different in terms of their TIR. A CIA is
required for connecting a DG project under the FIT program. On the other hand, no
CIA is required for DG projects under the microFIT program. Conducting CIA studies
for each microFIT application is infeasible due to the large number of applications, which
can result in delaying the connection process. Alternatively, one of the microFIT TIR
constraints explicitly restrict the aggregated interconnected generation to a small fraction
(7 %) of the annual system peak load.
Imposing strict limits on the total interconnected microFIT generation ensures insignif-
icant effect of the DG connection on the system operation, hence avoiding any possible
violations to the system operational constraints. These limits therefore alleviates the need
for detailed CIA studies of the impact of DG connections. However, such strict limits also
result in the rejection of significant renewable DG capacity available for installation in dis-
tribution systems. The latest 2013 microFIT biweekly report shows that the unsuccessful
microFIT applications represent 42.6 % of the total DG capacity submitted for version
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3.0 of the microFIT program [14]. This deficiency contributed to the failure to achieve
the 30 MW procurement target of version 3.0 of the microFIT program in 2013. Only
14.65 MW were considered applicable to the 30 MW procurement target by the end of
2013 [15].
The high rejection rates of the microFIT program have highlighted the need for devel-
oping a new approach for small-scale renewable DG planning and operation. This can be
achieved by the application of DG power curtailment in the microFIT program. DG power
curtailment is very appropriate to the situation that, when installing a DG project, only
several days have violation issues to the TIR constraints during one year time long. The
application of DG power curtailment can therefore allow small-scale renewable generation
to access capacity not currently available under the microFIT regulations. DG power cur-
tailment is also advantageous in the case of inverter-based generating technology, which is
currently used with all renewable energy technologies. This is because implementing power
curtailment requires minor modifications in the inverter controller [16].
There is a strong trend toward using power curtailment as a means to increase renewable
energy penetration in distribution systems [17]. However, implementing power curtailment
as an alternative to conducting detailed CIA studies prior to the small-scale DG installation
still faces several challenges:
1. Typically, applying a DG power curtailment technique results in revenue loss for
DG owners. The power curtailment techniques presented in the literature provide
effective solutions for limiting the overvoltage problems caused by renewable DG in-
tegration [16, 18–23]. However, these techniques are unsuitable for implementation
under FIT programs. These curtailment techniques cannot guarantee an adequate
rate of return on investment for DG owners. To address this deficiency, a full exam-
ination of the power curtailment technique must include consideration of economic
as well as technical factors.
2. There is a lack of a planning model for increasing DG capacity while a curtailment
method is in place. The current DG planning practice under FIT programs is based
on a worst-case scenario, such as considering minimum loading with maximum DG
output. This approach, however, falls short in manifesting the effect of implementing
power curtailment on the DG capacity assessment.
3. DG power curtailment is implemented to preserve the system within its operating
constrains. Achieving this objective depends on the availability of up-to-date DLF
results that reflect the actual load flow conditions of the systems. Providing fast
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and accurate DLF results is necessary to identify any violations in the system op-
erating constraints, such as overvoltage and reverse power flow. However, current
DLF techniques are unsuitable for online interaction with continual changes in loads,
renewable DG sources, and network topology. Addressing this problem is of a par-
ticular importance especially in the context of smart grid.
4. The majority of power curtailment methods presented in the literature focus only
on one aspect: the overvoltage problem [16, 18–21]. However, this approach over-
looks the need for considering other problems that can also be solved by curtailment,
such as voltage unbalance and reverse power flow. DG sources connected under mi-
croFIT programs are single phase. Increasing the installed DG capacity in microFIT
programs can therefore significantly increase reverse power and voltage unbalance.
Solving these problems in addition to the overvoltage problem using power curtail-
ment can allow for installing higher DG capacity in distribution systems.
1.3 Research Objectives
The primary goal of the research presented in this thesis is to enable accommodating high
penetration of renewable energy generation in distribution systems. In order to accom-
plish this goal, this thesis suggests new directions for increasing small-scale renewable DG
projects under FIT programs. Accordingly, the objectives of the research presented in this
thesis are outlined as follows:
1. The development of an economic model for calculating the component of the DG
output power that is not susceptible to curtailment for small-scale renewable DG
sources.
2. The development of a techno-economic planning model for increasing DG capacity
in distribution systems.
3. The development of a fast and accurate DLF algorithm for large distribution systems
with continual changes of loads and network topology.
4. The development of a management scheme to control DG power curtailment based
on an online assessment of DG connection.
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1.4 Thesis Outline
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows:
Chapter 2 presents the necessary background and a literature survey pertaining to the
technical assessment of small-scale DG projects, potential solutions for increasing
renewable DG penetration, and DLF analysis.
Chapter 3 introduces a techno-economic planning model for increasing the capacity of
small-scale renewable DG sources that can be installed in distribution systems. This
planning model is called techno-economic since it is based on both an economic and
technical assessment of the DG projects. The “unconditional” DG component, which
is not susceptible to curtailment, is first calculated based on an economic evaluation
model. Then, the number of DG units to be installed in the system is maximized con-
sidering technical and economic constraints. This techno-economic planning model
represents the main framework on which the proposed online assessment management
scheme, presented in Chapter 5, is based.
Chapter 4 presents a novel “zooming” algorithm for DLF analysis for systems with flexi-
ble network topologies. The proposed DLF algorithm is utilized in the management
scheme for DG connection online assessment, presented in Chapter 5, since it offers
two exceptional features. First, the proposed DLF algorithm enables solving distri-
bution systems with continual changes in network topology. Second, the algorithm
can significantly reduce the DLF solution time by solving the DLF problem in a
specific area of interest in the distribution system without necessitating the inclusion
of all of the system buses.
Chapter 5 presents a management scheme for the online assessment of DG connection.
The management scheme is based the output of the techno-economic planning model,
presented in Chapter 3. This scheme utilizes the smart grid communication and me-
tering infrastructure to manage the curtailment of the “conditional” DG components,
that are subject to curtailment. The management scheme is implemented based on
a novel scalable optimization model to minimizes the DG curtailment based on the
system online conditions. The scalable optimization model utilizes the DLF proposed
in Chapter 4.
Chapter 6 presents the thesis conclusions, contributions, and directions for future work.
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Background and Literature Survey
2.1 Introduction
In Chapter 1, the research motivations and objectives have been discussed. This chapter
presents the necessary background and a literature survey pertaining to increasing the
penetration level of small-scale DG sources in distribution systems. This chapter includes
two main parts. In the first part, Section 2.2 presents an overview of the technical in-
terconnection requirements (TIR) of the microFIT program, and Section 2.3 introduces a
review of the potential solutions introduced in the literature for increasing renewable DG
interconnection in distribution systems. In the second part, Section 2.4 and Section 2.5
include a review on DLF techniques and distribution systems modeling for DLF analysis,
respectively.
2.2 Technical Interconnection Requirements (TIR) for
microFIT DG Projects
As discussed earlier in Chapter 1, DG sources under the microFIT program must comply
with a set of technical interconnection requirements (TIR). The TIR include constraints on
the impact of connecting a DG source on the system operation. The TIR are set to avoid
the adverse effects of installing renewable DG sources on distribution systems. In the case
of small-scale renewable DG sources, these adverse effects typically include overvoltage,
reverse power flow, and system unbalance problems [6–8]. The following is a summary of
the microFIT TIR constraints that affect the amount of DG installed capacity [13]:
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1. The DG capacity must be less than the capacity of the existing electrical service.
2. The DG must have an operating voltage range compatible with the standard voltage
range.
3. The voltage rise caused by the total installed DG capacity must not exceed the
operating voltage by more than 1 %. The CSA CAN3-C235 standard [24] provides
the recommended service voltage variation limits for systems up to 50 kV.
4. For distribution transformers rated 50 kVA or higher, the total connected DG capac-
ity must be limited to the distribution transformer rating.
5. For distribution transformers rated less than 50 kVA, the total connected DG capacity
must be limited to 50 % of the distribution transformer rating.
6. The total connected DG capacity must not cause a protective device to exceed 100 %
of its short circuit capacity.
7. Connecting a DG source must not cause the voltage unbalance to exceed 2 %.
8. The total connected DG capacity must not exceed 7 % of the total annual system
load.
Aside from the last constraint, all the aforementioned constraints limit the DG capacity
based on technical system parameters, such as overvoltage or equipment capacity limits.
On the other hand, the DG capacity limit imposed by the last constraint is not based on a
technical system parameter. As discussed earlier in Chapter 1, the goal of this constraint
is to avoid conducting CIA studies for each microFIT DG application. This constraint
represents a very conservative limit on renewable DG capacity. This conservative limit
ensures the compliance of the DG project to all the other microFIT constraints.
As a result of this practice, 42.6 % of the microFIT applications were rejected in ver-
sion 3.0 of the microFIT program in 2013 [15]. The rejected applications are equivalent to
10747.6 kW of renewable energy [15]. Several potential solutions are presented in the lit-
erature for increasing the interconnection of renewable energy DG in distribution systems.
These solutions are discussed in the next section.
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2.3 Potential Solutions for Increasing the Intercon-
nection of Renewable Energy DG in Distribution
Systems
Previous studies have reported a number of potential solutions for increasing the intercon-
nection of renewable energy DG in distribution systems [16, 25, 26]. These solutions focus
on solving the most two adverse impacts of installing DG sources in distributions systems:
overvoltage and reverse power flow [27]. The potential solutions are listed in the following
subsections:
2.3.1 Reduction of Distribution Transformer Secondary Voltage
In this method, distribution transformer secondary voltage is reduced by setting the trans-
former tap [25]. This method is impractical in case of high DG penetration. The tap setting
has to be changed frequently due to the randomness of load and DG output [19,21].
2.3.2 Application of Voltage Regulating Devices
Voltage regulating devices can mitigate overvoltage problems in systems with high DG
penetration. In [28], a coordinated control strategy for on-load tap changers and storage
devices is presented for reducing overvoltage in low-voltage networks with high PV pen-
etration. The objective of the presented control strategy is to reduce the system losses
and relieve the tap changer transformer operation stress. However, the authors in [18, 23]
questioned the suitability of using voltage regulating devices in presence of high renewable
DG penetration. The intermittency of the renewable DG output can cause frequent tap
operations [23].
2.3.3 Network Upgrading
Increasing conductor size results in reducing the line impedance [25] hence reducing the
voltage drop/rise. The effect of the line impedance on the overvoltage problem in systems
with high DG penetration is discussed in [6]. Network upgrading is considered the most
straightforward method for reducing the overvoltage caused by high connected DG capacity.
However, this method is expensive especially in the case of underground lines [16].
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2.3.4 Application of Energy Storage Devices
Energy storage devices provide a very effective way for accommodating the intermittency
of renewable energy DG sources [29]. Storage systems can store the surplus DG generated
power hence preventing reverse power flow and overvoltage. The stored power can be used
to supply the loads at the system peak. The work in [27] presents the application of energy
storage devices in low-voltage systems with high photovoltaic (PV) penetration. In [30],
several local voltage control strategies are presented for improving the PV grid integration.
Given the technical advantages for using energy storage devices with renewable DG
sources, a primary concern of energy storage devices is, however, their low cost benefit
ratio [16, 23].
2.3.5 Reactive Power Compensation
Reactive power compensation is one of the approaches for overvoltage mitigation. Inverter-
based DG sources can be controlled to absorb reactive power, hence reducing the overvolt-
age [25, 26]. Typically, the R/X ratio is high in distribution systems. Consequently, the
effect of reactive power compensation is limited [22, 23, 26]. Therefore, the reactive power
compensation method is always implemented along with active power curtailment in the
literature [19,20,22,23,26].
The main advantage of this approach is that it utilizes the inverter capacity without
adding extra investments [23]. However, this approach can lead to higher current flow,
hence increasing power losses [27]. Also, this approach may require increasing the inverter
capacity [16]. Another limitation of this approach is that, according to the IEEE Std
1547-2003 [31], DG sources cannot actively regulate the system voltage.
2.3.6 DG Active Power Curtailment
DG power curtailment is one of the most effective options for avoiding overvoltage caused by
increasing DG capacity [16,32]. This method is very appropriate for accommodating high
DG penetration. Typically when installing a DG project, only several days have violation
issues with system operational constraints during one year time long. The application of
DG power curtailment can therefore allow DG sources to access capacity not currently
available under the FIT regulations.
Recently, researchers have shown an increased interest in applying DG power curtail-
ment in distribution systems. The developed methods for DG power curtailment fall in
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two categories. In the first category, the curtailed power is determined using a droop-based
scheme. In the second category, the curtailed power is determined based on an optimization
model. The two categories are discussed in the following paragraphs.
In the first category, the curtailed DG power is determined using droop-control [16,19,
21]. This method is first proposed in [16]. According to this method, DG power is curtailed
linearly with the DG voltage rise. A droop coefficient is used for calculating the curtailed
power. Using this method, however, results in unfair sharing of the curtailed power among
DG sources. DG units closer to the distribution transformer will have less curtailed power
than downstream DG sources. Accordingly, to address this deficiency, the work in [16] also
presents a different method for calculating the curtailed power. This method, alternatively
allows for equal curtailed power sharing. It employs a voltage sensitivity matrix to calcu-
late the curtailed power. This method, however, requires full information for calculating
the sensitivity matrix. In order to avoid this, the authors in [21] proposed a Thevenin
equivalent-based control method. This method is implemented online to find dynamic
Thevenin equivalent circuits at the DG connection points. This equivalent circuit is then
used for calculating the curtailed power. Another development for the droop-based cur-
tailment method is presented in [19] that considers reactive power compensation besides
active power curtailment.
In the second category, the curtailed DG power is determined using an optimization
model [22,23]. The optimization model presented in [22] is based on an optimal power flow
(OPF) formulation. The objective of this optimization model is to minimize the curtailed
power. It also includes reactive power compensation; the reactive power is included in the
objective function using a penalty factor. This method includes a constraint for sharing
the curtailed power among DG units with the same percentage of their capacities. In [23],
a multi-objective optimization model is presented. The objectives include minimizing net-
work losses, voltage rise/drop, voltage unbalance, DG generation cost, and DG curtailment
cost.
Despite this review shows a wide body of literature that has been carried out on devel-
oping DG power curtailment methods, the previous work falls short in two main issues:
1. The power curtailment techniques presented in the literature provided effective so-
lutions for limiting the overvoltage problems caused by renewable DG integration.
The main limitation of the implementation of these techniques under FIT programs,
however, is that they overlook the importance of ensuring an adequate profit for DG
investors. This point is of a particular importance in the case of implementing power
curtailment under FIT programs. Many researchers have discussed the importance
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of developing fair participation of the curtailed power. However, they provide no
maximum limit for the curtailed power. This approach offers no guarantee for an
adequate profit for DG investors.
2. All the methods presented in the literature focus on the operation and control of DG
power curtailment. However, there is a lack of research on developing a planning
model to calculate the DG capacity while a curtailment method is in place. This
problem has been realized in [32]. The work presented in [32] proposed assigning a
curtailment factor for each DG unit in the planning model. However, the calculation
criteria of these curtailment factors is not discussed.
2.4 Distribution Load Flow (DLF) Analysis
Integrating renewable energy in distribution systems on a large scale depends on the avail-
ability of fast and accurate DLF solutions. The information provided by DLF analysis are
utilized to assess the effect of renewable DG sources on the distribution system operation.
The information provided by DLF analysis include the voltage magnitude and angle at
each bus, the line flow in each line, the power loss in each line, the load active and re-
active powers considering the load model, and the total system input active and reactive
powers [33].
In a smart grid, the information provided by DLF analysis are employed by the control
systems for monitoring and controlling the distribution system components. However,
existing DLF analysis entails numerous challenges. First, system power flow conditions can
change quickly because of the high penetration level of renewable distributed generation
(DG) sources, such as wind and photovoltaic (PV). Second, the system topology also
changes continually due to the self-healing capabilities and grid reconfiguration applications
that are features of smart grids [34]. Third, a distribution system and its inherent imbalance
significantly increase both the size of the DLF problem and the associated calculation
burden [35]. Improper handling of these issues can increase the time required to produce
the DLF solution and decrease the update rate of the DLF solution. If the update rate is
slower than the system changes or the speed of the control systems, the control systems will
be acting on outdated DLF results and will consequently be unable to function effectively.
The literature contains reports of numerous DLF techniques that have been developed
as a means of addressing these challenges [36]. Recently developed DLF techniques fall into
two categories. The first category is based on the implementation of the Newton-Raphson
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(NR) method. The second category is based on the forward/backward (F/B) method. The
details of each category are explained in the next two subsections.
2.4.1 Newton Raphson (NR) Method
The NR method is one of the most popular load flow methods. It is based on representing
the load flow problem by a Taylor Series and ignoring the higher order terms [37]. The
standard NR load flow method is given by
[
∆P
∆Q
]
=

∂P
∂θ
∂P
∂v
∂Q
∂θ
∂Q
∂v
[∆θ∆v
]
= [J ]
[
∆θ
∆v
]
(2.1)
where ∆P and ∆Q are the active and reactive power mismatches, respectively, and ∆v
and ∆θ are the change in the voltage magnitude and angle, respectively. [J ], the Jacobian
matrix, is a the matrix of partial derivatives.
The NR method is considered as a preferred technique for power flow analysis in trans-
mission systems [38]. This is mainly due to its quadratic convergence characteristics [39],
and its ability of solving highly meshed networks [40].
Although the advantages of applying the NR for solving transmission systems, the
application of the NR method in distribution systems has two main limitations. First, the
NR method has poor convergence characteristics in the case of distribution systems due to
the high R/X ratio [38,41]. Second, distribution systems typically includes a large number
of buses (with up to thousands of buses). The heavy computational burden of the NR
method can therefore affect the DLF solution speed for distribution systems.
Despite the limitations of applying the standard NR method in distribution systems,
some research has been carried out to develop the NR method for distribution systems
using the sequence-component frame. This is because, compared to the standard NR
method, using the sequence-component frame enables reducing the problem size and the
computational burden as discussed in [35,42–44]. This approach was first presented in [42]
by decomposing the DLF problem into three sub-problems in the three sequence networks.
The positive sequence sub-problem is solved using the NR method. The negative and
zero sequence sub-problems are formulated as two sets of linear simultaneous equations.
The method presented in [42] assumed weak mutuality between the sub-problems. The
mutuality was considered by including the three sub-problems into an iterative scheme.
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This method was developed in [43] to include a decoupled sequence component model for
transmission line.
The NR method with sequence-component frame is further developed in [44] by includ-
ing models of electronically-coupled DG are included in the DLF problem. The method
presented in [44] also tried to include single-phase laterals in the DLF problem. This
is achieved by first separating the system into a three-phase part and single-phase later-
als. Each single-phase lateral is then represented in the three-phase part by an equivalent
single-phase load, whose value is calculated using a coincidence factor. This approach
solves the DLF problem in the three-phase part with the use of the NR method in the
sequence-component frame, and the DLF of each single-phase lateral is then solved using
the forward/backward (F/B) method. Solving the DLF separately in the three-phase part
and in the single-phase laterals fails to take into account the impracticality of a complete
decoupling of the three-phase and single-phase sections in distribution systems. Another
limitation of this approach is that the sequence admittance matrices must be updated for
any change in the topology of the distribution system. The construction and factorization
time required for updating the sequence admittance matrices can effectively increase the
DLF solution time. This can affect the ability of this method to interact with changes of
loads and/or network topology in smart grids.
2.4.2 Forward/Backward (F/B) Method
The second category of DLF techniques is the forward/backward (F/B) method. It is based
on the ladder network theory, which was first applied in DLF by Kersting and Mendive
in [45,46]. The F/B method is based on two simple steps, the backward sweep, in which the
branch line currents, or powers, are calculated using Kirchhoff’s current law (KCL) from
the far ends of the system to the source node, and the forward sweep, where the source
node voltage and the calculated branch currents are used to calculate the node voltages
using Kirchhoff’s voltage law (KVL). This iterative process is repeated until a convergence
criterion is satisfied. Figure 2.1 shows the flowchart of the F/B method.
Figure 2.2 shows a line section in a ladder network. The KVL and KCL equations for
the forward sweep and backward sweep of this portion are shown below in (2.2) and (2.3)
respectively.
V2 = V1 − Z12I12 (2.2)
I12 = Iload2 + I23 (2.3)
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Calculations of
a single iteration
Assume flat voltage start
Start
Line impedance and load data
Calculate node currents
(Backward sweep)
Calculate branch currents using KCL
(Forward sweep)
Calculate node voltages using KVL
| V k-V k-1 | < ϵ
k=1
k=k+1
No
Display results
Yes
End
Figure 2.1: Flow chart of the forward/backward DLF method
where V1 and V2 are the voltages of nodes 1 and 2 respectively, I12 and I23 are the branch
currents of the lines connecting nodes 1-2 and 2-3 respectively. Z12 is the impedance of the
line connecting nodes 1-2, and Iload2 is the drawn current of the loads connected at node 2.
Modeling line impedances and load currents is presented in Section 2.5.1 and Section 2.5.2.
The F/B method is characterized by its fast and robust performance in addition to
simple calculation steps. In addition, the F/B method is suitable for distribution system
characteristics such as radial topology; unbalanced loading and line configuration; and
high R/X ratio [33, 47]. The F/B method also enables the DLF problem to be solved
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Figure 2.2: Line section in a ladder network
for the whole distribution system including the single-phase sections efficiently, unlike the
NR-based DLF methods.
The F/B method has been extensively developed in the literature [36,47,48]. In [41,49],
a matrix formulation of the F/B method was presented as a way to improve the performance
of the F/B method in large distribution systems. In [49], a matrix formulation of the F/B
method was presented and shown to be advantageous in terms of DLF solution time. The
presented method depends on two matrices: the bus-injection to branch-current (BIBC)
matrix and the branch-current to bus-voltage (BCBV ) matrix. The BIBC matrix de-
scribes the relationship between the bus current injections and the branch currents; this
matrix is constructed by applying KCL in the distribution network. The branch currents
[Ibr] can be written as a function of the bus-injection currents [Ibus] as follows:
[Ibr] = [BIBC] [Ibus] (2.4)
The BCBV matrix is constructed by applying KVL in the distribution system. This
matrix relates the branch currents [Ibr] to the bus voltage drops [∆V ] as follows:
[∆V ] = [BCBV ] [Ibr] (2.5)
Substituting (2.4) into (2.5), the bus voltage drops can be given by
[∆V ] = [BCBV ][BIBC] [Ibus] (2.6)
The bus voltage drops can then be calculated by solving (2.6) iteratively until convergence
is reached.
The BIBC and BCBV are constant matrices that depend on distribution system
topology. Any change in distribution system topology requires reconstructing both matri-
ces. However, the building algorithm given in [49] of the BIBC and the BCBV matrices
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is non-automated, which means that any changes to the network topology must be ana-
lyzed oﬄine: a substantial barrier to the implementation of this method in a smart grid
environment.
Another F/B matrix formulation, presented in [41], included an automated building
algorithm of the F/B matrix formulation that involves a matrix inversion operation. Im-
plementing such a building algorithm for online applications could be computationally
expensive for large distribution systems, especially if network topology changes are taken
into consideration.
Despite the large body of literature on the F/B method [36,47,48], all the previous work
fall short in terms of the implementation of the F/B method in a smart grid environment.
This is due to the following factors:
1. A major drawback of the F/B method as introduced in the literature is the need
for the system nodes and/or branches to be numbered as in [41, 50–59]. Numbering
schemes are used as a means of representing the connection between the system
nodes, and hence, the correct order of the F/B calculations. However, solving the
DLF problem by assigning numbering schemes to the system buses and/or branches
reduces the flexibility of the DLF method and thus affects its ability to accommodate
changes in topology of the distribution system.
2. Another problem with the F/B methods introduced in the literature is that the DLF
solution time is affected by the number of system buses. The effect of the system
size on the DLF solution time could thus become significant for the solution of real
distribution systems with up to thousands of buses. Providing DLF results in a
timely manner is of a particular importance to ensure proper operation of smart grid
control systems.
2.5 Distribution System Modeling for DLF Analysis
This section discusses the modeling of distribution system lines, loads, and DG sources
in distribution systems. The presented models are in accordance to the IEEE Std 1547
series bundle for interconnecting distributed resources with electric power systems. These
models are employed in the proposed DLF algorithm, presented in Chapter 4.
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2.5.1 Line Modeling
Distribution systems include three-phase, untransposed lines in addition to double-phase
and single-phase lines. Figure 2.3 shows a section of a three-phase four-wire line with
a grounded neutral. The primitive impedance matrix of this line is expressed by a 4×4
matrix [33,60]. The Kron’s reduction method can be applied to reduce the phase impedance
matrix of the line to a 3×3 matrix while considering the effect of the grounded neutral
wire [33, 60]. The reduced phase impedance matrix of the line can be expressed as
Zline =
Zaa Zab ZacZba Zbb Zbc
Zca Zcb Zcc
 (2.7)
where the diagonal elements represent the self-impedances of the line and the off-diagonal
elements represent the mutual-impedances of the line. In the case of single-phase and
double-phase line configurations, values of missing phases are replaced by zero entries.
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Figure 2.3: Three-phase line model
The relation between the three-phase voltages of buses i and j and three-phase feeder
currents for the line section shown in Figure 2.3 is given byViaVib
Vic
 =
VjaVjb
Vjc
−
Zaa Zab ZacZba Zbb Zbc
Zca Zcb Zcc
IijaIijb
Iijc
 (2.8)
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2.5.2 Load Modeling
In accordance with the IEEE Std 1547.7-2013 for conducting impact studies for DG source
interconnection [9], different types of loads models can be considered in the DG connection
impact analysis. These types include constant power, constant current, and constant
impedance load models. These models can be mathematically represented as given in [61]
by the following relation:
S = S0
(
V
V0
)α
(2.9)
where S0 is the load power consumed at the rated voltage, V0 is the load rated voltage,
and V is the bus voltage. The value of the parameter α determines the load model (0 for
constant power, 1 for constant current, and 2 for constant impedance).
A distribution system can also include more than one load type connected at the same
bus. In this case, the load is modeled as a polynomial load. The polynomial load is the
summation of the constant power, constant current, and constant impedance loads.
2.5.3 DG Modeling
The IEEE Std 1547.7-2013 provides guidelines for conducting impact studies for DG source
interconnection [9]. According to this standard, DG sources can be modeled for load flow
analysis using one of the following models:
1. A fixed real and reactive power source.
2. A fixed real power source with a fixed power factor.
3. A fixed real power source with bus voltage control (with limits on reactive power
output).
4. A swing generator in a stand-alone power system, including control of bus voltage,
frequency, and phase angle (with limits on reactive power output).
The first and second models are equivalent to DG sources modeled as PQ buses. The
third model is equivalent to DG sources modeled as PV buses. The fourth model is suitable
for modeling DG sources in microgrids and islanded power systems.
In this research, only the first and second models are considered for modeling DG
sources for connection impact assessment studies. The third and fourth model are not
considered due to the following:
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1. In accordance with the IEEE Std 1547-2003, for interconnecting DG sources with
electric power systems [31], DG sources are not permitted to actively regulate the
voltage at the point of common coupling. This rule prevents any possible opposition
between the DG voltage regulation controller and the regulation equipment installed
in the distribution system.
2. According the IEEE Std 1547.6-2011 for interconnecting DG sources with secondary
distribution networks [62], DG sources are not allowed to cause an islanding condition.
This rule is to avoid the adverse impacts caused by DG islanding such as abnormal
voltage and frequency values and interference with the restoration process of the
utility’s normal supply [12].
2.6 Summary
This chapter presents a literature review on the technical requirements for installing small-
scale renewable DG sources under the microFIT program. In addition, different potential
solutions have been discussed for increasing renewable DG installed capacity in distribu-
tion systems. The review shows that DG power curtailment can provide an effective means
of accommodating high renewable DG penetration in distribution systems. However, ex-
isting literature falls short in two critical dimensions. First, there is a need for considering
the economic aspect of DG power curtailment in order to ensure adequate profit for DG
investors. To fill this gap in the literature, Chapter 3 presents a techno-economic planning
model. This model increases the installed renewable DG capacity and guarantees an ad-
equate profit for DG investors when a curtailment method is in place. Second, there is a
need for employing DG power curtailment for solving other problems, besides overvoltage,
caused by increasing renewable DG capacity, such as voltage unbalance and reverse power
flow. In order to address these problems, DG power curtailment should be based on fast
and accurate DLF results. This chapter has therefore presented a critical review of DLF
techniques. The review shows that there is a lack of a fast DLF technique with the ability
to interact with continual changes in loads and network topology of smart grids. To fill
this gap in the literature, Chapter 5 proposes a management scheme for DG connection
online assessment. The proposed management scheme controls DG curtailment to miti-
gate overvoltage, voltage unbalance, and reverse power flow. The proposed management
scheme is based on a novel “zooming” DLF algorithm that enables accommodating changes
in network topology and loading. The zooming DLF algorithm is presented in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 3
A Techno-Economic Planning Model
for Increasing the Connectivity of
Small-Scale Renewable DG in
Distribution Systems
3.1 Introduction
This chapter presents a techno-economic planning model for increasing the capacity of
small-scale renewable DG sources while a curtailment method is in place. The proposed
techno-economic planning model represents the main framework on which the DG connec-
tion online assessment, presented in Chapter 5, is based. In this framework, the output
power of each DG unit is divided into two components: unconditional and conditional.
The unconditional DG component is not susceptible to curtailment. Conversely, the con-
ditional DG component is subject to curtailment according to an online assessment of the
DG connection in the distribution system.
The proposed planning model is called techno-economic since it includes two parts:
an economic assessment and a technical assessment of the DG project. In the first part,
the objective of the economic assessment is to calculate the unconditional and conditional
components for renewable DG sources connected under FIT programs. An economic model
is first presented to calculate the rate of return for DG projects. The calculated rate of
return is then compared to a selected minimum attractive rate of return (MARR). The
MARR is defined as the minimum rate of return that is considered acceptable before
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starting a project [63,64]. If the rate of return of a DG project is less than or equal to the
MARR, the output power of this DG project is not subject to curtailment. On the other
hand, If the rate of return of a DG project is higher than the MARR, the output power
of this DG project will be divided into two components: unconditional and conditional.
The unconditional component is the portion of the DG output power that is not subject
to curtailment; this component yields a rate of return equal to the MARR. Conversely,
the conditional DG component is subject to curtailment based on the online condition of
the system.
In the second part of the proposed planning model, the objective of the technical assess-
ment is to increase the connectivity of renewable DG units with conditional/unconditional
components in distribution systems. The technical assessment part is based on an opti-
mization model to maximize the number of installed DG source in the system. An economic
constraint is added to the optimization model; this constraint is based on the economic as-
sessment of the DG project, conducted in the first part. The economic constraint is added
for two purposes. First, a DG unit with a rate of return less than or equal to MARR
is granted permission to inject power into the system without curtailment for all online
conditions of the distribution system. Second, the curtailment of a DG unit, with a rate of
return higher than MARR, is limited to the value of it conditional component. Achieving
these two purposes guarantees that the economic feasibility of a DG project is not affected
when curtailment is in place.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 presents an economic assessment model
for renewable DG project for calculating the unconditional and conditional components.
Section 3.3 introduces the techno-economic planning model for increasing the integration
of renewable DG sources in distribution systems. The simulation results are presented
Section 3.4. Finally, A summary is presented in Section 3.5.
3.2 Economic Assessment of Renewable DG Invest-
ments for Calculating the Unconditional and Con-
ditional Components
The goal of the economic assessment of a DG project is to ensure that the anticipated
economic benefits will surpass the associated costs. This section provides an economic
model for evaluating renewable DG projects. The analysis presented in this section is
employed for calculating the unconditional and conditional DG components.
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The next subsections present the basics for decision making among a set of investment
alternatives. The first subsection introduces the classification of investment alternatives
into dependent and independent. The second subsection discusses the criteria of evaluating
a set of mutually exclusive investment alternatives. The third subsection presents the basics
of calculating after-tax cash flows for renewable DG projects. Finally, the fourth subsection
presents the calculation of unconditional and conditional DG components.
3.2.1 Classification of Investment Alternatives
A set of investment alternatives can be classified as independent and dependent. Selecting
the DG unit capacity from a set of candidate capacities depends on whether the candidate
DG capacities form a set of independent investment alternatives or dependent investment
alternatives.
In the first category, independent projects usually have unrelated purposes and natures.
A set of projects is independent if, in the set, the acceptance of one project has no effect
on the acceptance or rejection of other projects [63–66].
For the second category, a set of projects is dependent if, in the set, the acceptance
of one project will affect the accept-reject decision of the other projects. Dependency
relationships between projects have two types. The first one is the contingent relationship.
A project is considered contingent if its acceptance depends on the acceptance of another
project [63]. In other words, the acceptance of one project entails the acceptance of one
or more other projects. The second type of dependency between projects is the mutual
exclusive relationship. A set of projects is mutually exclusive if the acceptance of one
project precludes the acceptance of other projects in the set [63–66]. An example is a set
of projects that substitute each other in achieving a given purpose.
According to the guidelines of the microFIT program in Ontario, investors are prohib-
ited from installing more than one DG project of the same renewable fuel on the same
property [67, 68]. Therefore, based on the aforementioned classification, selecting a DG
capacity to be installed in a given location from a set of DG candidate capacities is equiv-
alent to selecting a project from a set of mutually exclusive investment alternatives. The
next subsection discusses the criteria of evaluating a set of mutually exclusive investment
alternatives.
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3.2.2 Selecting the Best Project among Mutually Exclusive In-
vestment Alternatives
The minimum attractive rate of return (MARR) or hurdle rate is used as a basis of compar-
ing mutually exclusive investment alternatives [63,64]. As the name implies, the minimum
attractive rate of return is defined as the minimum rate of return that is considered ac-
ceptable before starting a project [63,64].
The MARR is considered as a cut-off rate to screen the candidate investment alterna-
tives. A project is considered profitable if its internal rate of return (IRR) is higher than
the MARR. The IRR of a project is the rate of return that yields a zero present worth
value of the cash flow of the project [63].
The value of the MARR directly influences the accept-reject decision of a project. The
improper selection of the MARR can lead to wrong investment decisions. A very high
MARR can result in rejecting good investments, while a very low MARR can result in
accepting investments that are not economically viable.
To date, there has been little agreement on a reliable method for selecting the MARR
[63]. MARR values in renewable DG projects depend on project size and type of technology
applied. The MARR values for different renewable DG projects given in [69] are used in
the analysis presented in this thesis.
3.2.3 After-Tax Cash Flow for Renewable DG Projects
As discussed in the previous subsection, the evaluation of a set of mutually exclusive
projects is achieved by comparing their internal rate of return (IRR) values with the
selected MARR value. As stated previously, the IRR of a project is the rate of return
that yields a zero present worth value of the cash flow of the project [63]. The IRR is the
rate of return that satisfies the following equation [63]:
0 = PW (IRR) =
N∑
t=0
Ct
(1 + IRR)t
(3.1)
where PW is the present worth value of the project, N is the project lifetime, and Ct is
the cash flow at the period t.
The IRR should be calculated using an after-tax cash flow. An after-tax cash flow is a
measure of the ability of a project to generate positive cash flow after deducting taxes. The
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after-tax cash flow considers the effect of income tax and depreciation in the investment
evaluation process. The after-tax cash flow should cover the estimated lifetime of the
project. Moreover, the effect of inflation should be considered in the investment evaluation
process in order to calculate a real IRR that better represents what an investor will receive.
An after-tax cash flow is calculated for each project using the tabular calculation pro-
cedure presented in [63]. As an example to illustrate the after-tax cash flow analysis,
the economic parameters of a renewable energy DG project are listed in Table 3.1. The
after-tax cash flow of this DG project example is given in Table 3.2. The following para-
graphs discuss the steps for calculating the after-tax cash flow using the tabular calculation
procedure.
Table 3.1: Economic parameters of a renewable energy DG project
Parameter Value
DG capacity 10 kW
DG capital cost $3 W-1
DG investment lifetime 20 yr
PV DG Feed-in-tariff $0.4 kWh-1
Feed-in-tariff escalation percentage 0 %
DG potential generated energy 1000 kWh kW-1 yr-1
Fixed operation and maintenance cost $10 kW-1 yr-1
Variable operation and maintenance cost $0 kWh-1 yr-1
Depreciation rate 80 %
Income tax rate 30 %
Inflation rate 2 %
As shown in the cash flow presented in Table 3.2, the columns of the cash flow table
are labelled from A to H. The cash flow is calculated for the project lifetime (20 years)
as indicated by column A. In the cash flow, revenues and expenses of the cash flow are
assigned positive and negative values, respectively. Column B presents the net annual
income of the project, which is the before-tax cash flow. The first value of column B (at
year 0) shows the capital cost of the project. The annual income for each year equals the
revenue of the generated energy minus the operation and maintenance cost. The capital
cost and the annual income of a DG project for the year y are calculated using (3.2) and
(3.3), respectively, as follows:
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Table 3.2: After-tax cash flow for the DG project example given in Table 3.1
End of 
year
Before-tax 
cash flow
Depreciation 
charges
Taxable 
income Taxes
After-tax 
cash flow
Inflation 
index
After-tax 
cash flow 
with inflation
B + C ‐0.3  ×  D B + E F / G
A B C D E F G H
0 -30000 -30000 1 -30000
1 3900.00 -24000.00 -20100.00 6030.00 9930.00 1.02 9735.29
2 3900.00 -4800.00 -900.00 270.00 4170.00 1.04 4008.07
3 3900.00 -960.00 2940.00 -882.00 3018.00 1.06 2843.93
4 3900.00 -192.00 3708.00 -1112.40 2787.60 1.08 2575.31
5 3900.00 -38.40 3861.60 -1158.48 2741.52 1.10 2483.08
6 3900.00 -7.68 3892.32 -1167.70 2732.30 1.13 2426.21
7 3900.00 -1.54 3898.46 -1169.54 2730.46 1.15 2377.03
8 3900.00 -0.31 3899.69 -1169.91 2730.09 1.17 2330.11
9 3900.00 -0.06 3899.94 -1169.98 2730.02 1.20 2284.36
10 3900.00 -0.01 3899.99 -1170.00 2730.00 1.22 2239.55
11 3900.00 0.00 3900.00 -1170.00 2730.00 1.24 2195.64
12 3900.00 0.00 3900.00 -1170.00 2730.00 1.27 2152.59
13 3900.00 0.00 3900.00 -1170.00 2730.00 1.29 2110.38
14 3900.00 0.00 3900.00 -1170.00 2730.00 1.32 2069.00
15 3900.00 0.00 3900.00 -1170.00 2730.00 1.35 2028.43
16 3900.00 0.00 3900.00 -1170.00 2730.00 1.37 1988.66
17 3900.00 0.00 3900.00 -1170.00 2730.00 1.40 1949.66
18 3900.00 0.00 3900.00 -1170.00 2730.00 1.43 1911.44
19 3900.00 0.00 3900.00 -1170.00 2730.00 1.46 1873.96
20 3900.00 0.00 3900.00 -1170.00 2730.00 1.49 1837.21
capital cost = DG capacity × DG capital cost per kW capacity (3.2)
incomey = generated energyy × feed-in-tariff × (1+feed-in-tariff escalation %)y (3.3)
Column C shows the depreciation charges; they are calculated using the declining
basis method [63]. According to this method, the depreciation charges for the year y are
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calculated by multiplying the depreciation rate by the book value of the project at the
start of the year as follows:
dep. chargesy = dep. rate ×
{
capital cost −
y−1∑
0
dep. chargesy
}
(3.4)
The depreciation charges are used in calculating the taxable income displayed in Col-
umn D. The taxable income for the year y is calculated by adding the before-tax cash flow
(column B) and the depreciation charges (column C ) as in the following equation:
taxable incomey = before-tax cash flowy − dep chargesy (3.5)
The taxes for the year y are then calculated in column E by multiplying the taxable
income (column D) by the income tax rate as in following equation:
taxesy = income tax ratey × taxable incomey (3.6)
The after-tax cash flow for the year y is calculated in column F by adding the before-tax
cash flow (column B) and the taxes (column E ) as in the following equation:
after-tax cash flowy = before-tax cash-flowy − taxesy (3.7)
The effect of the inflation rate on the after-tax cash flow is considered by calculating
the inflation index in column G. The inflation index equals one at the start of the project.
This index is multiplied each year by the inflation rate. The inflation adjusted after-tax
cash flow for the year y is calculated in column H by dividing the after-tax cash flow
(column F ) by the inflation index (column G) as in the following equation:
inflation-adjusted after-tax cash flowy =
after-tax cash-flowy
(1 + inflation index)y
(3.8)
Table 3.3 lists the calculated IRR for the three cash flows: before-tax (column B), after-
tax (column F ), and after-tax with inflation (column H ). The IRR values are calculated
for the three cash flows using 3.1. As shown in Table 3.3, the IRR equals 11.536 % before
considering the effect of taxes and inflation. Considering the effect of taxes results in
reducing the IRR value to 10.772 %. The IRR value further drops to 8.6 % by considering
the effect of taxes and inflation. These results show that failure to consider the effect of
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tax and inflation rates can lead to overrated IRR values, which can result in inaccurate
investment evaluation. Therefore, the after-tax inflation-adjusted IRR is considered in
calculating the unconditional and conditional DG components as illustrated in the next
subsection.
Table 3.3: Calculated IRR values for the DG project example given in Table 3.1
Cash flow IRR
Before-tax (column B) 11.536 %
After-tax (column F ) 10.772 %
After-tax with inflation (column H ) 8.6 %
3.2.4 Calculation of Unconditional and Conditional DG Compo-
nents
The MARR is used as a basis of calculating the unconditional and conditional component
of a DG project. The unconditional DG component can be defined as the portion of DG
output power that yields an internal rate of return (IRR) equals the MARR.
The IRR of a DG project and the selected MARR have a direct effect on the values of
the conditional and unconditional DG components. If the IRR of a DG project is less than
or equal to the MARR, then the unconditional DG component is 100 % of the DG output
power, and the conditional component is zero. On the other hand, if the IRR of a DG
project is higher than the MARR, then the DG output power is divided into unconditional
and conditional.
In order to determine the unconditional component (β) of the candidate DG capacity,
(3.3) is replaced by the following equation:
incomey = β × generated energyy × feed-in-tariff× (1+feed-in-tariff escalation %)y (3.9)
where β is the percentage portion of the DG output power which is not subject to cur-
tailment. Then, β can be found by setting the IRR equal to the MARR in the after-
tax inflation-adjusted cash flow. The conditional component of the DG candidate equals
(100 %− β).
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In the example presented in the previous subsection, the after-tax inflation-adjusted
IRR of a 10 kW DG unit is 8.6 %. If the MARR is 9 %, then the unconditional component
equals 100 % and the conditional component is zero. On the other hand, if the MARR is
7 %, then the unconditional component equals 89 % and the conditional component equals
to 11 %. These two examples show the direct effect of the MARR and the IRR on the
unconditional and conditional component.
As discussed earlier in Section 3.2.2, there has been little agreement on a reliable method
for selecting the MARR [63]. MARR values in renewable DG projects depend on project
size and type of technology applied. The MARR values for different renewable DG sizes
and technologies given in [69] are used in the analysis presented in this thesis.
The IRR of a renewable DG projects depends on the potential DG energy generated
per year. A higher rate of potentially generated DG energy will yield higher IRR rates,
which will, in turn, reduce the unconditional DG component. The variability of renewable
energy sources like solar and wind can be considered in calculating the potential DG energy
generated per year by using probabilistic models for renewable energy sources as discussed
in [70]. Alternatively, wind and solar maps can be used to estimate the potential DG energy
generated per year for solar and wind sources. For example, National Resources Canada
(NRCan) provides online data for the photovoltaic potential energy and solar resource
maps of Canada [71]. Also, Environment Canada provides an online wind atlas for wind
energy industry in Canada [72]. Similarly, the US Department of Energy provides online
wind and solar maps using a Geographical Information System (GIS) [73,74].
3.3 Techno-Economic Planning Model for Increasing
the Connectivity of Renewable Energy Sources in
Distribution Systems
The proposed techno-economic planning model provides the distribution network operator
(DNO) with the maximum number of units a given candidate DG capacity that can be
connected per distribution transformer in a given distribution system. The optimization
problem is formulated as a nonlinear integer problem. This is due to the nonlinearity of the
load flow constraints and the integer constraint with respect to the number of DG units
that can be installed. The problem is solved at the primary distribution system level;
loads and DG units connected to the secondary sides of the distribution transformers are
represented as lump sum loads in the primary distribution system. The problem is solved
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by employing genetic algorithm (GA). The problem formulation is as follows:
Objective function:
max
∑
dt
NDGdt , ∀dt ∈ DT (3.10)
where NDGdt is the number of DG units to be connected to distribution transformer dt,
and DT is the set of distribution transformers in the distribution system.
Subject to:
1- Decision Variable Constraints
The decision variables of the problem are the numbers of DG units installed per distribu-
tion transformer. These numbers are non-negative integers constrained by maximum and
minimum values. With consideration of the minimum load of the distribution transformer,
the maximum values are set to limit the summation of the unconditional components of
the DG units connected to a distribution transformer to a percentage of the capacity of
the distribution transformer. This percentage value should be set by the DNO. In the
presented analysis, this percentage value was set to 80 %. The minimum values of the DG
units per distribution transformer are set by the DNO to be either zero or a non-negative
integer less than the maximum values. The constraints on the decision variables are given
by the following:
NDGdt ∈ Z≥0, ∀dt ∈ DT (3.11)
NDGdtmin ≤ NDGdt ≤ floor
(
0.8 (Scapdt + Smindt)
βPDGcap
)
, ∀dt ∈ DT (3.12)
where NDGdtmin is the minimum number of DG units per distribution transformer dt, Scapdt
is the capacity of distribution transformer dt, Smindt is the minimum load of distribution
transformer dt, β is the conditional component of the DG output power, and PDGcap is the
DG capacity.
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2- Economic Constraints
Pdg =
{
PDGcap if IRR ≤MARR
βPDGcap if IRR > MARR
∀dg ∈ DG (3.13)
where Pdg is the output active power of DG unit dg.
This constraint is based on the value of IRR, calculated from the economic assessment
of the DG project as discussed in Section 3.2.4. This economic constraint ensures satisfying
two conditions. First, a DG unit with an IRR less than or equal to MARR is granted
permission to inject power into the system without curtailment for all online conditions
of the distribution system. Second, the curtailment of a DG unit, with an IRR higher
than MARR, is limited to the value of it conditional component. Satisfying these two
conditions guarantees that the economic feasibility of a DG project is not affected when
curtailment is in place.
3- Load Flow and Voltage Regulator Constraints
The load flow constraints include the Kirchhoff’s current law (KCL) and the Kirchhoff’s
voltage law (KVL) equations for the distribution system. A F/B DLF algorithm is utilized
as a means of including consideration of these constraints in the optimization model [33].
The F/B DLF algorithm is chosen since it is suitable for distribution systems, which are
characterized by radial topologies and high R/X ratios [47].
The F/B DLF algorithm is employed in order to obtain the DLF solution for the
entire population of each GA offspring. The DLF solution is then used for evaluating
the remainder of the constraints in the optimization problem. These constraints are the
voltage constraints, expressed in (3.14), and the voltage unbalance constraints, expressed
in (3.15).
In the F/B DLF algorithm, system loads are modeled using the constant power load
model, the constant current load model, the constant impedance load model, or the poly-
nomial load model [61], and voltage regulators are modeled using the models described
in [33]. The F/B DLF algorithm calculates the voltage regulator tap settings according to
the voltage level, the bandwidth, and the R and X settings of the voltage regulator. The
maximum and minimum limits of the voltage regulator taps are inherently included in the
F/B DLF algorithm.
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4- Voltage Constraints
Vmin ≤ |Vix| ≤ Vmax, ∀i ∈ B (3.14)
where Vix is the voltage of phase x at bus i, x ∈ {a, b, c}; Vmin and Vmax are the minimum
and maximum allowable system voltages, respectively; and B is the set of buses in the
distribution system.
5- Voltage Unbalance Constraints
UBi < UBmax, ∀i ∈ B3ph | B3ph ⊂ B (3.15)
where UBi is the voltage unbalance index of bus i, UBmax is the maximum allowable
voltage unbalance index, and B3ph is the set of 3-phase buses in the distribution system.
The voltage unbalance index at any bus i is calculated as given be [75] by
UBi =
max
x
{∣∣|Vix| − Viavg ∣∣}
Viavg
(3.16)
where Viavg is the average voltage at bus i given by
Viavg =
1
3
∑
x
|Vix| (3.17)
The proposed planning model utilizes GA to find the maximum number of DG units
in the system. The selection of GA, or any other meta-heuristic optimization technique,
enables considering the load flow constraints by utilizing a F/B DLF algorithm. This
approach has two advantages: 1) Utilizing a F/B DLF algorithm avoids the need for
including the load flow constraints as equality constraints in the optimization model, hence
reducing the complexity of the problem. 2) The F/B DLF algorithm is the most suitable
DLF method for distribution systems, as discussed in the literature in Section 2.4.2.
It is important to note that the proposed planning model does not consider constraints
related to the protection scheme of the system. Under the microFIT program, over 99 %
of the DG units photovoltaic (PV) inverter-based DG [14]. The capacity of a DG unit is
less than the capacity of a distribution transformer, which is typically 50 kVA. Connecting
these small-scale inverter-based DG units will have insignificant effect on the protective
scheme of the system due to the following reasons. First, an inverter-based DG has a fault
current contribution that is less than 125 % its rated current [62]. Since the DG units
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have small capacities, their fault contribution is minimal. Second, inverter-based DG units
have short disconnecting times in the event of a fault. They can be programmed to shut
down in less than a cycle after receiving a control signal indicating a network fault [62].
Third, inverters compliant with the IEEE Std 1547-2003 shut down in the case of loss of
voltage and cease to reconnect until the voltage has been steadily restored for a preset time
period [62]; this feature prevents network islanding conditions.
System loads are modeled deterministically in the proposed techno-economic planning
model. Load profiles for the four seasons are divided into states. For each load state,
the techno-economic optimization model determines the maximum number of DG units
(NDGdt) to be connected to each distribution transformer dt in the system. Then, for
each distribution transformer dt, the minimum calculated NDGdt in all the load states is
considered in the final output of the planning model.
The proposed planning model ensures that any DG unit, that is subject to curtailment,
yields an IRR higher than the MARR. However, this planning model does not provide
the IRR of the DG project after curtailment. Calculating the IRR of the DG project
requires modeling the system loads and the DG generation probabilistically, which is out
of the scope of this research.
3.4 Simulation Results
The IEEE 123-bus system was used for the evaluation of the proposed planning model. The
data for this system are available in [76]. The single-line diagram of the system is shown in
Figure 3.1. The system has 77 Y-connected single-phase loads rated at (40 kW + 20 kVAR)
and (20 kW + 10 kVAR). The system was modified by replacing these 77 loads with 240-
120 V single-phase secondary-distribution residential networks. The layout of a 240-120
V single-phase secondary-distribution residential network is shown in Figure 3.2. Each
network is supplied by a 50 kVA single-phase pole-mounted distribution transformer with
a 1.9 % impedance. The locations of the 77 single-phase secondary-distribution residential
networks in the IEEE 123-bus are indicated in Figure 3.1. The 77 single-phase secondary-
distribution residential networks are connected to the same phases and at the same buses
as the 77 loads, as indicated in [76]. Each network feeds 12 houses using 1/0 AWG ACSR
overhead distribution feeders. The residential loads are assumed to follow the four-season
daily load profiles given in [77] for a house in Canada and to have a lagging power factor
of 0.9. These daily residential load profiles are displayed in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.1: Single-line diagram of the modified IEEE 123-bus system, indicating the loca-
tions and phases of the 77 secondary-distribution residential networks
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Figure 3.2: Configuration of a 240-120 V secondary-distribution residential network
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Figure 3.3: Four-season daily residential load profiles given in [77] for a house in Canada
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Of the renewable energy technologies included in the microFIT program, PV DG is
by far the most attractive option for DG investors. PV DG represents over 99 % of total
microFIT program applications [14]. Therefore, all of the DG units in the system under
study are assumed to be single-phase rooftop PV DG units installed in the secondary-
distribution residential networks. The PV DG units are modeled as PQ buses, as discussed
in Section 2.5.3. The PV DG units are assumed to operate with unity power factor. The
distribution system under study is assumed to be located in Mississauga, Ontario, Canada.
The simulation results of the proposed techno-economic planning model are organized as
follows. Section 3.4.1 presents the results for calculating the unconditional and conditional
DG components for a set of rooftop PV DG candidate capacities. Then, Section 3.4.2
presents a comparison between two maximum renewable DG capacities - that which can
be installed according to the current FIT rules in Ontario and that which can be installed
by implementing the proposed planning model.
3.4.1 Calculation of the Unconditional and Conditional DG Com-
ponents
As presented in Section 3.2.4, the unconditional DG component is the portion of DG
output power that yields an IRR equal to the MARR. The first step in the selection of
the unconditional DG component is therefore to set the value of the MARR. This value
is then applied in order to evaluate the IRR values of the candidate DG capacities. The
IRR values are calculated based on an after-tax inflation-adjusted economic analysis of
the candidate DG capacities.
The choice of MARR is crucial for the evaluation of mutually exclusive investments.
In fact, to date little agreement has been established with respect to a reliable method of
selecting the MARR [63]. A high MARR may lead to the rejection of economically viable
investments, while a low MARR may result in the acceptance of unprofitable investments.
In this analysis, the MARR (after-tax with inflation) for PV DG projects was set at 7.5 %.
This value is within the range of the hurdle rate for solar renewable energy projects, as
given in [69].
The parameters of the economic model used for calculating the IRR are listed in
Table 3.4. The DG capital cost for rooftop PV systems, including the installation cost, is
shown in Table 3.5. The DG capital cost was obtained based on Ontario market prices [78].
Because PV DG unit owners who are Ontario microFIT participants are eligible to recover
any harmonized sales tax (HST) paid [79], the HST was excluded from the analysis.
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The project lifetime was set to 20 years, which is equal to the microFIT contract period
[11]. The price of the feed-in energy for rooftop PV DG and the escalation percentage of
this price were set in accordance with the latest price schedule issued by the Ontario
Power Authority, as given in [80]. The potential PV DG energy generated per year in the
Mississauga area for solar modules facing south (tilt = latitude−15◦) is 1166 kWh kW-1 yr-1
[81]. The capital cost of renewable DG projects in Ontario is eligible for accelerated capital
cost allowances (CCA) under Classes 43.1 and 43.2 [82, 83], which provide an additional
incentive for the development of alternative renewable energy sources in Ontario. The CCA
rates for Classes 43.1 and 43.2 are 30 % and 50 % per year, respectively. The depreciation
rate was therefore set to 80 %, computed on a declining-balance basis. The half-year rule
is considered in calculating the depreciation. According to this rule, only half of the CCA
rate is applied in the year the renewable energy source is installed (the first year of the
project) [82,83]. The income tax return was set to 30 %, and the inflation rate is assumed
to be 2 % per year.
Table 3.4: Economic model parameters
Parameter Value
MARR [69] 7.5 %
PV DG capital cost see Table 3.5
PV DG investment lifetime [80] 20 yr
PV DG Feed-in-tariff [80] $0.396 kWh-1
Feed-in-tariff escalation percentage [80] 0 %
PV DG potential generated energy [81] 1166 kWh kW-1 yr-1
Fixed operation and maintenance cost $10 kW-1 yr-1
Variable operation and maintenance cost $0 kWh-1 yr-1
Depreciation rate [82] 80 %
Income tax rate 30 %
Inflation rate 2 %
The candidate DG capacities in kW are {2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 10}. The cash flows for each DG ca-
pacity are given in details in Appendix A; they are calculated as described in Section 3.2.3.
Table 3.5 indicates the capital cost and IRR for each candidate capacity and Table 3.6
lists the calculated conditional and unconditional components for each candidate capacity.
The results in Table 3.5 show that raising the DG capacity results in increases in the
IRR. This effect was expected since the capital cost of DG decreases as the DG capacity
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increases. Table 3.5 shows that DG units with less than 7 kW yield an IRR less than
the MARR. Therefore, as shown in Table 3.6, the unconditional components of these DG
units equals 100 %, and the conditional components of these DG units is zero.
Table 3.6 shows that the conditional component of a 7 kW DG unit is very small. This
small value is because the IRR of the 7 kW DG capacity is very close to the MARR,
as shown in Table 3.5. Conversely, the conditional component of the 10 kW DG unit is
relatively high (15 %). The 10 kW DG capacity is therefore considered in evaluating the
performance of the management scheme for DG connection online assessment, presented
in Chapter 5.
Table 3.5: Capital cost and IRR for the candidate DG capacities
DG capacity (kW) Capital cost ($/W) [78] IRR (%)
2 6.23 1.526
3 4.87 4.166
4 4.24 5.797
5 3.85 7.005
7 3.5 8.265
10 3.14 9.787
Table 3.6: Unconditional and conditional DG components for the output power of the
candidate DG capacities
DG capacity (kW) Unconditional component (%) Conditional component (%)
β (100 %− β)
2 100 0
3 100 0
4 100 0
5 100 0
7 94.6 5.4
10 85 15
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3.4.2 Calculation of the Maximum DG Capacity to be Installed
in the System
The maximum number of DG units that can be installed in the system under study was
calculated in three different scenarios. In Scenario #1, the current microFIT regulations
were implemented for the calculation of the maximum DG capacity in the system. In
Scenario #2 and Scenario #3, the proposed techno-economic planning model, presented
in Section 3.3, was applied in order to calculate the maximum number of DG units. It
was assumed that all DG units installed have a 7 kW capacity and 10 kW capacity in
Scenario #2 and Scenario #3, respectively.
Scenario #1
As discussed in Section 2.2, the microFIT technical interconnection requirements (TIR)
limit the total interconnected generation 7 % of the annual line section peak load [13].
The annual peak load of the system under study without the installation of PV DG units
is 3759.4 kVA. The maximum PV DG capacity that can be installed is thus limited to
263.15 kW. This capacity is equal to 26 rooftop PV DG units at 10 kW each. The system
under study includes 924 houses. Consequently, only 2.8 % of the home owners will be
permitted to install rooftop PV DG units in the system under study.
Scenario #2
In this scenario, all PV DG units were assumed to have a capacity of 7 kW. Table 3.6
shows that the conditional component of a 7 kW DG unit is very small. Therefore, the
unconditional component was assumed in this scenario to be 100 % and the conditional
DG component was assumed to be zero. In other words, the 7 kW DG units will not be
subject to curtailment.
The planning model described in Section 3.3 was applied for calculating the maximum
number of PV DG units in the system under study. In (3.12), the minimum number of DG
units per distribution transformer (NDGdtmin ) was set to zero. The value of NDGdtmin should
be selected by the DNO and can be set to a non-zero value, as indicated in Section 3.3.
The values of Vmax and Vmin were set to be equal to the limits of the normal operating
conditions of the voltage given in the microFIT TIR [13]. The value of UBmax was set to
2 %, based on the microFIT TIR [13].
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The maximum number of PV DG units in Scenario #2 is 330. This number is equivalent
to a 2310 kW PV DG capacity. For the system under study, applying the proposed techno-
economic planning model without curtailment therefore enables 35.71 % of home owners
to install rooftop PV DG units.
Table 3.7 lists the locations of the distribution transformers where the 330 DG units
are connected. The locations are identified by the bus number and phase index. For each
distribution transformer, a DG unit is installed on the rooftop of any of the 12 houses
in the 240-120 V secondary-distribution residential networks, shown in Figure 3.2. The
DG units are assumed to be randomly located in the 240-120 V secondary-distribution
residential network.
Table 3.7: Number of installed DG units in Scenario #2 (7 kW capacity) per distribution
transformer in the modified IEEE 123-bus system
DGs per DT DT locations
6
{2b, 4c, 5c, 7a, 12b, 16c,
17c, 19a, 22b, 24c, 30c, 31c,
33a, 34c, 37a, 38b, 39b, 41c,
42a, 46a, 50c, 51a, 52a, 53a,
56b, 59b, 60a, 62c, 73c, 75c,
77b, 79a, 80b, 83c, 84c, 85c,
86b, 87b, 90b, 92c, 95b, 99b,
100c, 102c, 103c, 104c, 106b, 112a}
5 {11a, 109a, 111a}
4 {43b, 55a, 58b, 63a}
3 {9a, 98a, 114a}
2 {94a}
0
{1a, 6c, 10a, 20a, 28a, 29a,
32c, 45a, 68a, 69a, 70a, 71a,
74c, 82a, 88a, 96b, 107b, 113a}
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Scenario #3
In this scenario, the planning model described in Section 3.3 was applied for the calculation
of the maximum number of the 10 kW PV DG units. As with Scenario #2, NDGdtmin was
set to zero and the values of Vmax, Vmin, and UBmax ware set according to the microFIT
TIR [13].
In contrast to the previous scenario, DG units in this scenario are subject to curtailment.
As shown in Table 3.6, the unconditional component for the 10 kW DG unit equals 85 %,
and the conditional DG component equals 15 %. So the output power of the 10 kW
PV DG unit can curtailed by a maximum value of 15 %. DG curtailment is controlled
by the proposed management scheme for DG connection online assessment, presented in
Chapter 5.
The maximum number of PV DG units that can be installed in this scenario is 286. This
number corresponds to a total PV DG capacity of 2860 kW. Calculating the maximum
number of DG units using the 10 kW DG capacity therefore enables the installation of
rooftop PV DG units on 30.95 % of the houses in the system under study.
Table 3.8 lists the locations of the distribution transformers where the 286 DG units
are connected. The locations are identified by the bus number and phase index. As in
Scenario #2, for each distribution transformer, a DG unit is installed on the rooftop of any
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Figure 3.4: Maximum PV DG capacity for the three scenarios examined for the distribution
system under study
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of the 12 houses in the 240-120 V secondary-distribution residential networks, shown in
Figure 3.2. The DG units are assumed to be randomly located in the 240-120 V secondary-
distribution residential network. Scenario #3 is considered in evaluating the performance
of the management scheme for DG connection online assessment, as presented in Chapter 5.
Table 3.8: Number of installed DG units in Scenario #3 (10 kW capacity) per distribution
transformer in the modified IEEE 123-bus system
DGs per DT DT locations
5
{4c, 5c, 6c, 7a, 10a, 11a,
12b, 16c, 17c, 20a, 22b, 24c,
28a, 29a, 30c, 31c, 32c, 34c,
37a, 38b, 39b, 41c, 43b, 46a,
50c, 52a, 56b, 58b, 59b, 62c,
73c, 74c, 75c, 77b, 80b, 83c,
84c, 85c, 86b, 87b, 90b, 92c,
95b, 96b, 99b, 100c, 102c, 104c,
106b, 107b, 111a, 113a, 114a}
4 {33a, 55a, 79a, 109a}
3 {88a}
2 {69a}
0
{1a, 2b, 9a, 19a, 42a, 45a,
51a, 53a, 60a, 63a, 68a, 70a,
71a, 82a, 94a, 98a, 103c, 112a}
Figure 3.4 displays the maximum PV DG capacity that can be installed for the three
scenarios in the distribution system under study. As shown in Figure 3.4, the proposed
planning model, which is applied in Scenario #2 and Scenario #3, can significantly increase
the PV DG penetration level in the system under study compared to Scenario #1, which
follows the 7 % capacity limit imposed by the microFIT TIR. Compared to Scenario #1,
the PV DG capacity that can be installed in the system under study is 8.8 times higher in
Scenario #2 and 10.9 times higher in Scenario #3.
The total DG capacity in Scenario #3 is higher than the total DG capacity in Sce-
nario #2 by 550 kW. This increased capacity is equivalent to 23.81 % of the total DG
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capacity in Scenario #2. The significant increase in the total DG capacity in Scenario #3
compared to Scenario #2 demonstrates the advantage of applying active power curtail-
ment. The curtailment of the DG conditional capacity is controlled by the management
scheme for DG connection online assessment, presented in Chapter 5.
3.5 Summary
This chapter introduces a techno-economic planning model for small-scale renewable DG
resources connected under FIT programs. The proposed planning model represents the
main framework of the DG connection online assessment, presented in Chapter 5. The
output power of each installed DG unit is divided into two components: 1) an uncondi-
tional component that ensures an adequate profit for the DG owner when curtailment is
in place, and 2) a conditional component that can be curtailed based on a management
scheme, presented in Chapter 5. The simulation results show that applying the proposed
techno-economic planning model ensures that a significantly higher PV DG capacity can be
connected to the system than would be permitted according to current microFIT program
regulations. In addition, the results show that the addition of conditional DG component,
that is subject to curtailment, can significantly increase the penetration level of renew-
able DG sources. The curtailment of the conditional DG component is controlled by the
management scheme for DG connection online assessment, presented in Chapter 5. The
management of the unconditional DG components depends on the availability of up-to-date
DLF results that reflects the actual conditions of the system, such as loads and network
topology. These conditions are subject to continual changes especially in the context of
smart grid. The next chapter presents a novel “zooming” DLF algorithm for smart grids.
The zooming DLF algorithm is employed in the online management scheme, in Chapter 5,
to control the curtailment of the conditional DG components in the system.
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Chapter 4
A “Zooming” Algorithm for
Distribution Load Flow Analysis in
Smart Grids
4.1 Introduction
The main objective of the online assessment of DG connection is increasing the connectiv-
ity of renewable DG sources while preserving the system within its operating constrains.
Achieving this objective depends on the availability of up-to-date DLF results that re-
flect the actual load flow conditions of the systems. Providing fast and accurate DLF
results is necessary to identify any violations in the system operating constraints, such as
overvoltage, voltage unbalance, and reverse power flow. However, as discussed earlier in
Chapter 2, current DLF techniques are unsuitable for online interaction with continual
changes in loads, renewable DG sources, and network topology. Addressing this problem
is of a particular importance especially in the context of smart grid.
This chapter presents a novel algorithm for determining the distribution load flow (DLF)
in smart grids.This algorithm has the advantage, with respect to smart grids, of solving the
DLF problem for systems with flexible network topologies. The proposed algorithm can
be called a “zooming” algorithm because it can solve the DLF problem in a specific area of
interest in the distribution system without necessitating the inclusion of all of the system
buses. The area of interest is established based on a user-input bus, called the zoom-in bus.
The area of interest includes only the buses that connect the source bus to the zoom-in
bus. Focusing on the area of interest enables the DLF problem size to be reduced, hence
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decreasing the solution time. In order to focus on the area of interest while considering the
effect of all the buses in the distribution system, other parts of the distribution system are
replaced by their equivalent power. This is achieved through the use of a proposed system
lumping technique also explained in this chapter.
The zooming DLF algorithm is a main component in the online assessment scheme,
presented in Chapter 5. The zooming DLF algorithm enables solving the DLF in a specific
area of interest. This feature is utilized in the online assessment scheme to manage the
curtailment of DG sources located in a specific area of interest without considering all the
DG sources in the system. This area of interest is determined based on the location of buses
and/or lines which suffer from violations to the system constraints, such as overvoltage,
voltage unbalance, and reverse power flow. The significant reduction of the DLF solution
time offered by the zooming DLF algorithm enables the online operation of the proposed
DG connection online assessment scheme, as discussed in Chapter 5.
The DLF zooming algorithm modifies the F/B matrix formulation introduced in [49]
and described in Section 2.4.2, by automating the matrix-building algorithm through a
novel recursive process. Constructing the DLF problem with this process enables the
online processing of the continual changes that take place in the network topology of a
smart grid. This automated feature offered by the zooming algorithm also facilitates the
integration of DLF analysis in a variety of smart grid applications, especially in ones that
require repeated DLF analysis, such as optimal network reconfiguration.
To validate the accuracy of the DLF zooming method, the results were compared to the
DLF results obtained with the F/B method presented in [49] and described in Section 2.4.2.
A variety of scenarios that correspond to smart grid conditions such as flexible network
topology were also examined as a means of evaluating the performance of the DLF zooming
method in a smart grid environment.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.2, the proposed
system lumping technique is presented. In Section 4.3, the system configuration modeling
is described. Section 4.4 presents the proposed DLF zooming algorithm. The results of the
accuracy validation and the evaluation for smart grid operation are given in Section 4.5.1
and Section 4.5, respectively. A summary is presented in Section 4.6.
4.2 Proposed System Lumping Technique
The total power supplied to any lateral feeder can be divided into two components: the
summation of the lateral supplied loads and the total active and reactive power losses of
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the laterals. The proposed system lumping technique enables the calculation of the ap-
proximate equivalent power supplied to any part of the distribution system; this equivalent
power is calculated without the necessity of performing detailed load flow calculations for
the lumped portion.
In a hypothetical three-phase lateral feeder f in a radial distribution system, if the
number of buses of the lateral f including its sublaterals for phase x is nx, where x ∈
{a, b, c}, then the total number of sections per phase is (nx − 1). The p.u. active and
reactive power losses of phase x of any feeder section s can be given by
Plosssx =
Ploadsx
2 +Qloadsx
2
Vsx
Rsx (4.1)
Qlosssx =
Ploadsx
2 +Qloadsx
2
Vsx
Xsx (4.2)
where Vsx is the p.u. voltage of phase x at the connection bus of the feeder section s. Vsx
is assumed to be unity as a first approximation. If necessary, to increase the accuracy of
the DLF solution, the value of Vsx can be iteratively updated after the DLF problem is
solved. Rsx and Xsx represent the p.u. resistance and reactance of phase x of the feeder
section s, respectively.
In [84], an equivalent base resistance concept was proposed for transforming non-
uniform feeders into equivalent uniform feeders. This concept is applied here for calculating
the equivalent base resistance and reactance values for phase x of the lateral f , as follows:
Rbasefx =
nx−1∑
s=1
Plosssx(
Ploadfx
)2
+
(
Qloadfx
)2 (4.3)
Xbasefx =
nx−1∑
s=1
Qlosssx(
Ploadfx
)2
+
(
Qloadfx
)2 (4.4)
where Ploadfx and Qloadfx are the total p.u. active and reactive loads, respectively, of phase
x fed from the lateral f . The values of Rbasefx and Xbasefx can be used for calculating the
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total active and reactive power losses of the lateral feeder f , as in (4.5) and (4.6):
Plossfx = Rbasefx
∣∣∣∣Ploadfx + jQloadfxVfx
∣∣∣∣2 (4.5)
Qlossfx = Xbasefx
∣∣∣∣Ploadfx + jQloadfxVfx
∣∣∣∣2 (4.6)
where Vfx is the p.u. voltage of phase x of the connection bus of the lateral f .
The equivalent load of the lateral f , including its sublaterals, is given by
Sfx =
(
Ploadfx + Plossfx
)
+ j
(
Qloadfx +Qlossfx
)
(4.7)
An equivalent load is calculated for each lumped lateral in each iteration of the DLF
solution using (4.7) and is then added as a spot load to the connection bus of the lumped
lateral.
4.3 System Configuration Modeling
The distribution system configuration is modeled using the bus-injection to branch-current
(BIBC) matrix presented in [49] and described in Section 2.4.2. This matrix, named here
the physical connection (PC) matrix, is utilized in the proposed DLF zooming algorithm.
The following subsections highlight the characteristics of the PC matrix and present the
PC matrix building algorithm.
4.3.1 PC Matrix Characteristics
The IEEE 13-bus system, displayed in Figure 4.1, is used as an example to demonstrate
the characteristics of the PC matrix. The configuration of the IEEE 13-bus system is given
in [85]. The PC13 matrix of the system is shown in Figure 4.2. The matrix columns refer
to the bus names, and the rows indicate the network branches. The network branches are
identified by the name of the branch-end bus.
The PC matrix is used for modeling the network configuration for the DLF zooming
algorithm. For any bus in the network, the PC matrix is utilized as the identifier of two
sets of buses: upstream and downstream. The upstream set for a given bus is the group
of system buses connecting this bus to the source bus. The downstream set for a given
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652
650
611 684
634
671 675
645646 632
692
633
680
Figure 4.1: The IEEE 13-bus system
bus is the group of system buses fed by this bus. The upstream and downstream sets for
any given bus are identified by the unity entries of the corresponding column and row,
respectively, for the given bus in the PC matrix. For example, Figure 4.1 shows that the
upstream set for bus 684 is {632, 671}. An examination of PC13 in Figure 4.2 reveals that
the corresponding column for bus 684 has two unity entries that refer to buses 632 and
671. The downstream set can be determined in the same way using the corresponding row
for bus 684.
The characteristics of the PC matrix are exploited in the zooming algorithm, in which
the matrix is used for identifying the downstream buses of any lumped parts, as explained
in Section 4.4.
4.3.2 PC Matrix Building Algorithm
The proposed PC matrix building algorithm is based on the use of a recursive process
for the exploration of the connections between system buses. This type of process enables
system configuration changes to be accommodated quickly and accelerates the construction
of the PC matrix.
Figure 4.3 displays the flowchart for the proposed PC matrix building algorithm. The
IEEE 13-bus system, shown in Figure 4.1, is used as an example that illustrates the pro-
posed algorithm. The algorithm starts by reading the system bus incidence (BI) matrix.
The system is modelled as an undirected graph: each bus is represented by a column and
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Figure 4.2: PC13 matrix of the IEEE 13-bus system
each branch is represented by a row. The BI matrix element aij of row i and column j is
given by [86]
aij =
{
0 if branch i is not connected to bus j
1 if branch i is connected to bus j
(4.8)
The building algorithm then reads the name of the reference bus {650}. For multiple-
source distribution systems, the system slack bus is used as the reference bus in the building
algorithm. Next, the system buses are ordered in a breadth-first sequence, starting from
the reference bus [87]. This bus sequence is applied as a means of ordering the columns
of the BI matrix. The ordered BI13 matrix of the IEEE 13-bus system is displayed in
Figure 4.4 without the column of the reference bus. This order scheme generates a lower
triangular BI matrix with unity-diagonal elements. In the following analysis, the rows of
the BI matrix are therefore referred to using the bus names of their corresponding columns.
The recursive process starts after the ordering of the system BI matrix; the process is
indicated inside the dashed block in Figure 4.3. In the recursive process, a subroutine calls
itself until a termination condition is satisfied. The recursion control flow has two paths:
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Start
Read system BI matrix
Identify the downstream 
directly-connected buses of 
the source-bus
End
Identify downstream 
directly-connected
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Recursion winding
Recursion rewinding
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Read reference bus
system PC matrix
Identify downstream 
directly-connected
buses
FalseTrue
Order the system
BI matrix
Downstream
directly connected
buses = Φ
Downstream
directly connected
buses = Φ
True
Figure 4.3: Flowchart of the PC matrix building algorithm
recursion winding and rewinding. The recursion winding path, shown as solid lines, occurs
before the termination condition is satisfied. Conversely, the recursion rewinding path,
shown as dotted lines, occurs after the termination condition is satisfied and returns back
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Figure 4.4: Ordered BI matrix of the IEEE 13-bus system
to the first subroutine call. It is important to note that the number of recursive iterations
depends on the complexity of the network configuration rather than on the number of
system buses.
The function of the subroutine is to use the ordered BI matrix to identify the set of
directly connected downstream buses for a given input bus. This task is accomplished
through the location of the unity entries from the input bus column and the exclusion of
the diagonal unity entry. The rows of the located unity entries correspond to the names of
the directly connected downstream buses for the input bus.
With respect to the IEEE 13-bus system, the recursive process is described as follows:
1. The algorithm identifies the set of downstream buses connected directly to the source
bus. Any such bus has a single unity entry in its row. For the IEEE 13-bus system,
the set of downstream buses connected directly to the source bus is {632}, so bus
632 becomes the input for the first subroutine call.
2. The first output of the subroutine is {645, 671, 633}, which is the set of directly
connected downstream buses for bus 632.
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3. The subroutine then calls itself for each element of the first output set. The process
continues in the recursion winding direction until the entire output of the recursive
subroutines is equal to φ (a set with zero elements).
4. In the recursion rewinding direction, the sets of directly connected downstream buses
for each bus are collected in order to determine the set of all downstream buses for
each system bus. Table 4.1 shows the final output of the recursive process for the
IEEE 13-bus system.
The final output of the recursive process is then used for finding the off-diagonal unity
entries of the PC matrix. For each row in the PC matrix, the set of downstream buses
indicates the names of the buses that have unity entries. A comparison of the PC13 matrix
of the IEEE 13-bus system, displayed in Figure 4.2, with the recursive process output,
presented in Table 4.1, provides an understanding of this step. For example, as with the
selection of the set of downstream buses for the sixth bus in the recursive process output,
the off-diagonal unity entries of the sixth row of PC13 correspond to buses 611 and 652.
In the case of three-phase networks, the unity entries of the PC matrix are replaced by
(3 × 3) identity matrices, in a process similar to that employed in [49]. In the case of a
single-line or double-line feeder section, the unity entries of the missing phases are replaced
by zeros in the identity matrix.
It should be emphasized that the proposed building algorithm requires no matrix oper-
ations, especially matrix inversion: a feature that guarantees fast execution for large-scale
distribution systems.
4.4 Proposed DLF Zooming Algorithm
The flowchart of the proposed DLF zooming algorithm is shown in Figure 4.5. The algo-
rithm starts with the construction of the system PC matrix, as explained in Section 4.3.2.
The algorithm next reads the name of the zoom-in bus at the location where it is required
to zoom in for the DLF solution. The system loading data are then updated; the data
include the output power of the DG sources in the system and the system loads. In this
work, it is assumed that DG sources and loads are equipped with smart automatic meter
reading (AMR) devices. DG sources are modeled as PQ-buses as discussed in Section 2.5.3,
and loads are modeled using the following equation as discussed in Section 2.5.2:
S = S0
(
V
V0
)α
(4.9)
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Figure 4.5: Flowchart of the proposed DLF zooming algorithm
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Table 4.1: Recursive process output for the IEEE 13-bus system
Bus Set of downstream buses
632 {645, 671, 633, 646, 684, 680, 692, 634, 611, 652, 675}
645 {646}
671 {684, 680, 692, 611, 652, 675}
633 {634}
646 φ
684 {611, 652}
680 φ
692 {675}
634 φ
611 φ
652 φ
675 φ
where S0 is the load power consumed at the rated voltage, V0 is the load rated voltage,
and V is the bus voltage. The value of the parameter α determines the load model (0 for
constant power, 1 for constant current, and 2 for constant impedance).
The zooming process is performed after the system loading data have been updated
and consists of the following three steps:
1. Identify the lumped laterals using the PC matrix: This step is executed by acquiring
the upstream set for the zoom-in bus, following which, for each bus of the upstream
set, the downstream set is determined. These downstream sets contain the bus names
of the lumped laterals.
2. Calculate Rbasefx and Xbasefx for the lumped laterals using (4.3) and (4.4), respec-
tively.
3. Obtain the PC matrix of the zone of interest by excluding the rows and columns of
the lumped parts.
The DLF solution for the zone of interest is then calculated using the method described
in [49], which is described in Section 2.4.2. In each iteration of the DLF solution, the
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equivalent load of each lumped lateral is calculated using (4.7) and is then added as a spot
load to the connection bus of the lumped lateral.
As shown in Figure 4.5, the algorithm automatically repeats after the DLF solution of
the zone of interest has been determined. This feature ensures the updating of the DLF
solution in case any changes occur in the zoom-in bus, system configuration, output power
of DG sources, or system loading. The input and the output of the algorithm are listed in
Table 4.2.
Table 4.2: Input and output of the proposed DLF zooming algorithm
Input
System BI matrix
Reference bus name
Zoom-in bus name
System loads
System line impedances
Output DLF solution of the zone of interest
4.5 Simulation Results
The management scheme for DG connection online assessment, presented in Chapter 5,
depends on the availability of up-to-date DLF results that reflects the actual conditions of
the system, such as loads and network topology. These conditions are subject to continual
changes especially in the context of smart grid.
The zooming DLF algorithm is a main component of the proposed management scheme,
presented in Chapter 5. The ability of the zooming algorithm to focus the DLF solution
on the area of interest is utilized in the management scheme. The area of interest in
the management scheme is determined based on the locations of buses and/or lines which
suffer from violations to the system constraints, such as overvoltage, voltage unbalance,
and reverse power flow. The determination of the area of interest for the management
scheme is discussed in Section 5.2.1. The ability of management scheme to be implemented
online therefore depends on the speed of the zooming DLF algorithm and the ability of the
zooming DLF algorithm to interact with network topology changes online.
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The following subsections demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed DLF zoom-
ing algorithm for implementing the proposed DG connection online assessment for smart
grid, presented in Chapter 5. The first subsection validates the accuracy of the zooming
algorithm. In the second subsection, the speed of the DLF solution was investigated in
order to assess the ability of the proposed algorithm to interact efficiently with smart grid
control systems. In addition, the effect on the DLF solution time when the size of the
system is increased was also examined. In the third subsection, the ability of the zooming
algorithm to interact online with changes in network topology was evaluated. A number
of case studies were conducted as a means of assessing the performance of the proposed
algorithm in distribution systems that have a flexible network topology.
4.5.1 Accuracy Validation
The accuracy of the proposed DLF zooming algorithm was tested on the IEEE 37-bus
and the IEEE 123-bus systems shown in Figure 4.6(a) and Figure 4.7(a), respectively.
741
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731
740
741738 711
728
735
799
744
710
736
725
706
704 720
707
724
702
730
703
705
712
742
701
727
713
718
714
722
709
775
732 708
737
734
733
Figure 4.6: Configuration of the (a) IEEE 37-bus system and (b) the zone of interest of the
IEEE 37-bus system, showing the zooming-in on bus 741. The greyed parts of the system
represent the lumped laterals
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Figure 4.7: Configuration of the (a) IEEE 123-bus system and (b) the zone of interest of
the IEEE 123-bus system, showing the zooming-in on bus 114. The greyed parts of the
system represent the lumped laterals
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The system parameters and load data of both systems are given in [76]. The proposed
algorithm and the F/B method presented in [49] were each used to solve the DLF problem
for the IEEE 37-bus and the IEEE 123-bus systems without voltage regulators. The results
produced by the proposed algorithm were then compared to those obtained using the F/B
method presented in [49].
Both methods were programmed in a MATLAB environment on a laptop with an Intel R©
CoreTM i5 processor and 4GB of RAM. The DLF convergence tolerance was set to 10-4 p.u.
The IEEE 37-bus system source was bus 799; the zoom-in bus was set to bus 741 (the
farthest bus). The proposed zooming algorithm includes in the DLF problem only buses in
the zone of interest indicated in Figure 4.6(b). All of the system laterals extending from the
zone of interest are lumped. On the other hand, the F/B method presented in [49] includes
all of the system buses in the DLF problem. Figure 4.8(a) displays the DLF results for
phase ‘a’ using the proposed algorithm and those using the F/B method presented in [49].
The maximum difference between the voltage magnitudes calculated for the buses of the
zone of interest using the proposed algorithm and those computed with the F/B method
presented in [49] is 0.000452 p.u. The DLF results of the zone of interest of the IEEE
37-bus system using the F/B method and the proposed zooming algorithm are given in
details in Appendix B in Table B.1.
The IEEE 123-bus system was set to bus 150 and the zoom-in bus to bus 114 (the
farthest bus). The zone of interest in the IEEE 123-bus system is shown in Figure 4.7(b).
The DLF results for phase ‘a’ using the proposed DLF zooming algorithm and those using
the F/B method presented in [49] were plotted as shown in Figure 4.8(b). The maximum
difference between the voltage magnitudes calculated for the buses of the zone of interest
using the proposed algorithm and those computed with the F/B method presented in [49]
is 0.001977 p.u. The DLF results of the zone of interest of the IEEE 123-bus system using
the F/B method and the proposed zooming algorithm are given in details in Appendix B
in Table B.2.
For a 32-step voltage regulator with a range of ±10 %, a one-step tap change of the
regulator equals 0.006250 p.u. From a practical point of view, the resolution of the DLF
solution should be less than this value. The maximum difference between the voltage
magnitudes calculated by the proposed DLF zooming method and those computed by the
F/B method presented in [49] is thus less than one tap change of the voltage regulator.
The results produced by the proposed DLF zooming algorithm are therefore acceptable.
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4.5.2 DLF Solution Speed Evaluation
The ability of the DLF algorithm for online implementations is dependent on the speed
with which the DLF solution can be obtained. The primary advantage of the proposed
algorithm is that it provides the DLF solution while reducing the problem size. The pro-
posed algorithm thus minimizes the effect of system size on the time required for obtaining
the DLF solution, which results in improved ability to interact with smart grid control
systems.
Table 4.3 shows the effect of increasing the system size with respect to the number of
iterations and the DLF solution time in the case of the proposed DLF zooming algorithm
compared to those required with the F/B method presented in [49]. The source-buses of
the IEEE 37-bus and 123-bus systems were set to buses 799 and 150, respectively. For
the proposed algorithm, the zoom-in buses of the IEEE 37-bus and IEEE 123-bus systems
were set to the farthest buses: 741 and 114, respectively. The reduced IEEE 37-bus and
IEEE 123-bus systems are displayed in Figure 4.6(a) and Figure 4.7(a), respectively; the
greyed portions represent the lumped laterals.
The results listed in Table 4.3 reveal that the number of iterations in the case of the
F/B method presented in [49] is affected by increases in the system size. However, in the
case of the proposed DLF zooming algorithm, the number of iterations remains the same.
Expanded system size also creates a considerable increase in the solution time required
for the F/B method presented in [49]. On the other hand, with the proposed algorithm,
the increase in the solution time is insignificant. Compared to the F/B method presented
in [49], the proposed method reduces the DLF solution time by 59.38 % in the case of the
IEEE 37-bus system and by 94.5 % in the case of the IEEE 123-bus system. It can be
observed that the percentage reduction in the DLF solution time increases as the number of
Table 4.3: Effect of increasing the system size on the results produced by the F/B method
presented in [49] and the proposed zooming algorithm
Number of
iterations
DLF solution
time (ms)
System [49] Zooming [49] Zooming
IEEE-37 3 4 2.29 0.93
IEEE-123 4 4 22.20 1.22
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system buses increases. This feature is of critical importance for integrating the zooming
DLF algorithm in the management scheme for DG connection assessment, presented in
Chapter 5, especially in distribution systems that involve a very large number of buses.
It should be emphasized that the results obtained with the proposed DLF zooming
algorithm, as listed in Table 4.3, correspond to zooming in on the farthest bus. Zooming
in on any other system bus results in a smaller DLF problem size and, consequently, a
shorter solution time.
4.5.3 Network Topology Changes
Several factors can cause changes in the topology of a smart grid network, such as self-
healing and optimal reconfiguration applications. The following case studies were designed
for the investigation of the effect of changes in the network topology with respect to the time
required for constructing the DLF problem using the proposed DLF zooming algorithm.
The case studies were conducted on the IEEE 123-bus system. The system configuration
is displayed in Figure 4.7(a); the system parameters and load profile are given in [76]. The
topology of the IEEE 123-bus system is flexible due to two factors. First, the system is
equipped with six switches that enable the network topology to be changed. Figure 4.7(a)
indicates system switches numbered from A to F; these switches can be exploited to sim-
ulate the flexibility of a smart grid network topology. The second factor is the ability of
the IEEE 123-bus system to be fed from one of five possible source buses. As indicated in
Figure 4.7(a), the possible source buses are 150, 251, 350, 451, and 195. In a smart grid
context, these possible sources could represent connections to renewable DG sources.
Case 1: System Reconfiguration
Table 4.4 shows the normal conditions and the reconfiguration conditions of the IEEE
123-bus system switches. The conditions of four switches were changed for the system
reconfiguration. The time required for the proposed DLF zooming algorithm to build the
PC matrix of the reconfigured system is only 72.9 ms.
Case 2: Zoom-in Bus or Source-Bus Changes
The effect of changing the zoom-in bus with respect to the time required for the construc-
tion of the DLF problem was examined for the IEEE 123-bus system shown in Figure 4.7(a).
The DLF zooming algorithm was first run with the same source bus while the zoom-in bus
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Table 4.4: IEEE 123-bus system switches for the system reconfiguration
Switch Normal condition Reconfiguration condition
A Closed Open
B Closed Closed
C Open Closed
D Closed Open
E Open Closed
F Closed Closed
was changed from 114 to 85. The execution time for constructing the DLF problem in this
case is 5.6 ms. When both the source bus and the zoom-in bus are changed from 150 and
114 to 350 and 96, respectively, the execution time is 78.5 ms. It can be observed that
the total DLF solution time for the IEEE 123-bus system is still significantly small even
after the DLF solution time, as listed in Table 4.3, is added to the time required for the
construction of the DLF problem.
4.6 Summary
This chapter presents a novel zooming algorithm for DLF analysis in smart grids. This
algorithm can solve the DLF problem for a specific zone of interest in the distribution
system without the necessity of including all of the system buses in the DLF problem.
This feature is utilized in the DG connection online assessment, presented in Chapter 5,
to manage the curtailment of DG sources located in a specific area of interest without
considering all the DG sources in the system. The algorithm can effectively reduce the size
and solution time associated with the DLF problem. The simulation results show that the
solution time significantly decreases as the size of the distribution system increases. The
significant reduction in DLF solution offered by the zooming algorithm enables the online
implementation of the DG connection assessment. The construction of the DLF problem
in the algorithm involves a novel automated recursive process that is performed online
without the use of any manual numeration techniques. The algorithm therefore enables
fast accommodation of the continual changes in network topology of a smart grid. This
automated feature thus facilitates the integration of the zooming algorithm in the proposed
management scheme for DG connection online assessment, as presented in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 5
A Management Scheme for Online
Assessment of DG Connection in
Smart Grids
5.1 Introduction
This chapter presents a management scheme for DG connection online assessment in smart
grids. The work presented in this chapter builds on the techno-economic planning model
presented in Chapter 3. As discussed earlier, the output power of each DG unit is assumed
to include two components: unconditional and conditional. The unconditional DG com-
ponent is injected into the system without curtailment. The conditional DG component is
subject to curtailment based on the online condition of the distribution system.
The unconditional and conditional components are calculated using the techno-economic
planning model, presented in Chapter 3. This model ensures that the IRR of a DG project
is higher than the MARR even with the application of DG curtailment. The goal of the
proposed management scheme presented in this chapter is to control the curtailment of
the conditional DG components in the distribution system. The curtailment is controlled
based on an online assessment of the impact of injecting the conditional DG components
on the system performance.
The management scheme is implemented based on a novel scalable optimization model.
The scalable model minimizes the curtailment of the DG power by solving the optimization
problem in a specific zone of interest in the distribution system without the necessity of
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including the entire distribution system in the problem. The proposed management scheme
utilizes the DLF zooming algorithm, presented in Chapter 4, for obtaining the DLF solution
in the zone of interest. The zone of interest is determined in the management scheme based
on the locations of buses and/or lines which suffer from violations to the system constraints,
such as overvoltage, voltage unbalance, and reverse power flow.
This chapter is organized as follows: In Section 5.2, the proposed management scheme
is presented. The determination of the zone of interest is given in Section 5.2.1, and the
formulation of the proposed scalable optimization problem and the application of the DLF
zooming algorithm are presented in Section 5.2.2. The simulation results validate the online
operation of the proposed management scheme, as presented in Section 5.3. A summary
is presented in Section 5.4.
5.2 Proposed Management Scheme
The flowchart of the proposed management scheme is shown in Figure 5.1. It is assumed
that the DG sources and system loads are equipped with smart automatic meter reading
(AMR) devices. The first step is to read the smart metering data and solve the DLF
problem with the inclusion of all system buses and with no DG power curtailment. Con-
straints on overvoltage, voltage unbalance and reverse power flow are then evaluated. If
none is violated, then all of the DG units will be allowed to operate without curtailment.
Otherwise, if at least one of the constraints is violated, the management scheme specifies a
zone of interest that includes the DG units that have the most influence on the constraints
that have been violated. The process for determining the zone of interest is discussed in
section 5.2.1. The proposed scalable optimization model then minimizes the power cur-
tailment for the DG units included in the zone of interest based on the online condition of
the distribution system. The final step is to use the calculated values of the curtailed DG
power to obtain the permitted output DG power.
The proposed management scheme consists of two parts: the determination of the zone
of interest and the formulation of the scalable optimization model problem. The details of
each part are explained in the next two subsections.
5.2.1 Determination of the Zone of Interest
The primary goal of determining the zone of interest is to reduce the number of variables
in the scalable optimization problem. The detection of the zone of interest is based on an
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 for the {DGr} units using (5.9)
Read smart metering data
Figure 5.1: Flowchart of the proposed management scheme
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evaluation of the constraints (5.1)-(5.3). The zone of interest includes only DG units that
have the most influence on any violation in these constraints.
1- Voltage Constraints:
Vmin ≤ |Vix| ≤ Vmax, ∀i ∈ B (5.1)
where Vix is the voltage of phase x at bus i, x ∈ {a, b, c}; Vmin and Vmax are the minimum
and maximum allowable system voltages, respectively; and B is the set of buses in the
distribution system.
2- Reverse Power Flow Constraints
|Prev−lx| < Prev−lxmax , ∀l ∈ L (5.2)
where Prev−lx is the active reverse power flow of phase x of line l, Prev−lxmax is the maximum
allowable active reverse power flow of phase x of line l, and L is the set of lines in the
distribution system.
3- Voltage Unbalance Constraints
UBi < UBmax, ∀i ∈ B3ph | B3ph ⊂ B (5.3)
where UBi is the voltage unbalance index of bus i, UBmax is the maximum allowable
voltage unbalance index, and B3ph is the set of 3-phase buses in the distribution system.
The voltage unbalance index at any bus i is given by (3.16) and (3.17).
In radial systems, constraints (5.1)-(5.3) can be violated by increases in the output
power of the DG units, especially under minimum load conditions. These violations can
therefore be corrected by curtailing the DG output power feeding the locations where the
constraints have been violated. If a constraint is violated at a specific bus or line in a
radial system, the zone of interest includes all of the system portions that are connected
downstream at that bus or line. The downstream-connected portions of the system were
chosen as the zone of interest because they include all of the DG units that can feed any
possible reverse power to the location where the constraint was violated. Determining the
downstream-connected portions of the system at any bus is performed using the PC matrix
of the system as described in Section 4.3.1.
The process for determining the zone of interest consists of two steps. The first step is to
locate the buses and/or lines with violated constraints. For each of these buses and/or lines,
the downstream-connected portions of the system are identified. For example, Figure 5.2
shows a simple radial system. Assuming the voltage constraint in (5.1) is violated at bus 4
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Figure 5.2: Simple radial distribution system, the shaded portions denote the zone of
interest
and the unbalance constraint in (5.3) is violated at bus 5, the zone of interest in this case
includes buses 4 and 5 in addition to the system portions fed by buses 4 and 5. This zone
of interest is shaded in grey in Figure 5.2.
The second step is to ascertain the phases that can be excluded from the zone of interest.
Constraints (5.1)-(5.3) are utilized as a means of determining the excluded phases. In a
distribution system with high DG penetration, constraint (5.1) can be violated in the case
of overvoltage due to reverse power flow, which is typically caused by high DG output under
minimum load conditions. A violation of constraint (5.1) can be remedied by curtailing the
output power of the DG units connected to the phase where the overvoltage is occurring.
Only the phase that has a phase voltage higher than Vmax is therefore included in the zone
of interest; other phases are excluded.
High reverse power can result in violation of constraint (5.2). As with constraint (5.1),
this type of violation requires power curtailment of the DG units connected to the phase
that has an active reverse power flow higher than the maximum allowable active reverse
power flow Prev−lxmax . Therefore, only phases with active reverse power flow higher than
Prev−lxmax are included in the zone of interest.
A violation of constraint (5.3) can be corrected by reducing the difference between the
phase voltages and their average, which is calculated according to (3.17). This reduction
can be achieved by curtailing the output power of the DG units connected to the phases
whose phase voltages are higher than Viavg . Only phases with a phase voltage higher than
Viavg are thus included in the zone of interest.
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5.2.2 Formulation of the Scalable Optimization Model Problem
The proposed problem formulation is scalable because the problem can be changed so that
the size and number of variables reflect the set of system DG units, buses, and lines con-
tained in the detected zone of interest. The problem is solved using GA. The goal of the
objective function is to minimize the curtailment of the DG power; the problem formula-
tion is as follows:
Objective function:
min
∑
dg
Pcurdg , ∀dg ∈ DGr | DGr ⊂ DG (5.4)
where Pcurdg is the curtailed active power of the DG unit dg, DG is the set of DG units in
the distribution system, and DGr is the set of DG units with conditional components in
the interest-zone.
Subject to:
1- Economic Constraints
The decision variables of the optimization problem are the curtailed power of the DG units
in the zone of interest. The maximum curtailed power of each DG unit is limited to its
conditional DG component. This approach guarantees the DG project is economically
feasible when power curtailment is in place.
For example, as shown in the economic model results in Table 3.6 in Chapter 3, a 10 kW
rooftop PV DG has an unconditional component of 85 %. For this case, substituting in
(5.5), the maximum curtailed power is limited to 15 % of the DG output power. On the
other hand, the unconditional component is 100 % for rooftop PV DG sources less than
7 kW. For this case, substituting in (5.5), the maximum curtailed power is zero. In other
words, rooftop PV DG sources less than 7 kW are not subject to curtailment.
Limiting the maximum curtailed power using this approach ensures no power is cur-
tailed from the unconditional DG component, which guarantees that the IRR is higher
than the MARR as discussed in Chapter 3. This constraint is formulated according to the
following equation:
0 ≤ Pcurdg ≤ (1− βdg)Pdg, ∀dg ∈ DGr | DGr ⊂ DG (5.5)
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where βdg is the unconditional DG components of the output power of DG unit dg, cal-
culated as described in Chapter 3. The term (1− βdg) corresponds to the conditional DG
component of the output power of the DG unit dg, and Pdg is the output power of the DG
unit dg.
2- Load Flow and Voltage Regulator Constraints
Consideration of these constraints is achieved by solving the DLF problem for the popu-
lation of each GA offspring, in a manner similar to that explained in Section 3.3 in the
proposed techno-economic planning model presented. However, rather than solving the
DLF problem for the entire distribution system as in Section 3.3, the zooming DLF algo-
rithm presented in Chapter 4 is employed. This algorithm enables the DLF problem to be
solved for the zone of interest alone, a feature that can increase the speed of the optimiza-
tion process, especially given that DLF solutions are required for the entire population of
each GA offspring.
3- Voltage Constraints
Vmin ≤ |Vix| ≤ Vmax, ∀i ∈ Br | Br ⊂ B (5.6)
where Vix is the voltage of phase x at bus i, x ∈ {a, b, c}; Vmin and Vmax are the mini-
mum and maximum allowable system voltages, respectively; B is the set of buses in the
distribution system; and Br is the set of buses in the zone of interest.
4- Reverse Power Flow Constraints
|Prev−lx| < Prev−lxmax , ∀l ∈ Lr | Lr ⊂ L (5.7)
where Prev−lx is the active reverse power flow of phase x of line l, Prev−lxmax is the maximum
allowable active reverse power flow of phase x of line l, L is the set of lines in the distribution
system, and Lr is the set of lines in the zone of interest.
The value of Prev−lxmax should be set by the DNO. In the presented analysis, this value
was set to 30 % of the capacity of the line l.
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5- Voltage Unbalance Constraints
UBi < UBmax, ∀i ∈ Br3ph | Br3ph ⊂ Br and Br ⊂ B (5.8)
where UBi is the voltage unbalance index of bus i, UBmax is the maximum allowable
voltage unbalance index, B3ph is the set of 3-phase buses in the distribution system, and
Br3ph is the set of 3-phase buses in the zone of interest. The voltage unbalance index at
any bus i is given by (3.16) and (3.17).
It should be emphasized that constraints (5.6)-(5.8) are different from constraints (5.1)-
(5.3). This is because constraints (5.6)-(5.8) are applied only in the determined zone of
interest. On the other hand, constraints (5.1)-(5.3) are applied in the entire system as
means of ascertaining during the DG planning phase the maximum number of DG units
that can be installed.
As shown in Figure 5.1, the management scheme sends the DG the amount of con-
ditional power permitted after the optimization problem has been solved for the zone of
interest. The permitted output DG power is calculated as follows:
Ppermitteddg = Pdg − Pcurdg , ∀dg ∈ DGr | DGr ⊂ DG (5.9)
The proposed scalable optimization model utilizes GA to find the minimize DG curtail-
ment in the system. In addition to the advantages of using GA discussed in Section 3.3,
GA allows for determining satisfactory feasible solutions in a timely manner. This can
be achieved by setting a time limit for the solving optimization problem. This time limit
should be less than the sampling period of the smart meters in the system (typically
15 min).
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Figure 5.3: Single-line diagram of the modified IEEE 123-bus system, indicating the loca-
tions and phases of the 77 secondary-distribution residential networks. The zone of interest
for Case #1 is indicated.
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5.3 Simulation Results
The simulation results evaluates the performance of the proposed management scheme for
DG connection online assessment. The management scheme was applied on a system with
high PV DG penetration level. The simulation results include two test cases. In Case #1,
the system is simulated during a Winter day. The system suffers from voltage unbalance
in this test case. In Case #2, the system is simulated during a Summer day. The system
in this test case suffers from reverse power flow.
The system under study is described in the next subsection. The simulation results for
Case #1 and Case #2 are then presented in the two following subsections.
5.3.1 System Description
The modified IEEE 123-bus system, shown in Figure 5.3, was used for the evaluation of
the proposed online assessment scheme. This system is the same system used in Chapter 3
for evaluating the proposed techno-economic planning model. The system is descried in
Section 3.4. It has 77 240-120 V single-phase secondary-distribution residential networks.
The layout of a 240-120 V single-phase secondary-distribution residential network is shown
in Figure 5.4. Each network is supplied by a 50 kVA single-phase pole-mounted distribution
transformer with a 1.9 % impedance. The locations of the 77 single-phase secondary-
distribution residential networks in the IEEE 123-bus are indicated in Figure 5.3. Each
network feeds 12 houses using 1/0 AWG ACSR overhead distribution feeders.
0 20
m
40
50 kVA
1ph DT
4.16 kV / 
240-120 V
Figure 5.4: Configuration of a 240-120 V secondary-distribution residential network
All of the DG units in the system under study are assumed to be single-phase rooftop
10 kW PV DG units. The DG units are installed in the secondary-distribution residential
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networks, shown in Figure 5.4. As presented in Table 3.6, the unconditional component
for a 10 kW DG unit equals 85 %, and the conditional DG component equals 15 %.
The IEEE 123-bus test system was assumed to include the maximum number of in-
stalled single-phase rooftop PV DG as calculated in Scenario #3 in Section 3.4.2. In this
scenario, the techno-economic planning model, proposed in Chapter 3, was applied in order
to maximize the number of rooftop PV DG 10 kW units. The maximum number of PV
DG units that can be installed in Scenario #3 is 286 units. The locations of the 286 PV
DG units as calculated in Scenario #3 are given in Table 3.8. The DG units are assumed
to be randomly located in the 240-120 V secondary-distribution residential network.
The PV DG units are modeled as PQ buses, as discussed in Section 2.5.3. The PV DG
active output power is calculated based on the solar irradiance and the PV cell temperature.
The PV DG reactive output power is set to zero. The parameters of the PV panel were
obtained from the data sheet of the 250 W polycrystalline solar panel described in [88].
The DG output power is calculated as follows:
Pdg = NsNp VmpImp η (5.10)
where Ns and Np are the numbers of series and parallel PV modules, respectively; Vmp and
Imp are the PV panel voltage and current at maximum power, respectively; and η is the
overall efficiency of the DG PV inverter.
The value of NsNp in (5.10) was set to 40 in order to obtain a 10 kW PV DG capacity
using the 250 W polycrystalline solar panels. The efficiency η in (5.10) was set to 95 %.
The PV panel voltage and current at maximum power are obtained from
Vmp(T,G) = V
0
mp LICVmp [1− TCVmp(25◦ − T )] (5.11)
Imp(T,G) = I
0
mp LICImp [1− TCImp(25◦ − T )] (5.12)
where T is the PV cell temperature in ◦C; G is the solar irradiance in W/m2; LICVmp and
LICImp are the light intensity coefficients of Vmp and Imp, respectively; TCVmp and TCImp
are the temperature coefficients of Vmp and Imp, respectively; V
0
mp and I
0
mp are the values of
Vmp and Imp , respectively, at standard test conditions (G = 1000 W/m
2 and T = 25◦C).
The system under study is assumed to be located in Mississauga, Ontario, Canada.
The weather data were obtained from [89]. Figure 5.5 shows the hourly variations in the
temperature, solar irradiance, and PV DG output power for a Summer day and a Winter
day.
The residential loads in the system under study are assumed to follow the four-season
daily load profiles given in [77] for a house in Canada and to have a lagging power factor
of 0.9. The Summer and Winter daily load profiles are displayed in Figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.5: Hourly variations in (a) the temperature, (b) solar irradiance, and (c) PV DG
output power for a Summer day; and (d) the temperature, (e) solar irradiance, and (f) PV
DG output power for a Winter day. The unconditional power in (c) and (f) equals 85 %
of the total output PV DG power.
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Figure 5.6: Summer and Winter daily residential load profiles given in [77] for a house in
Canada
All loads and DG units in the system under study are assumed to be equipped with
smart meters that have a sampling period of 15 min. The system was simulated in a
MATLAB environment on a PC with an Intel R© CoreTM i7 2.8 GHz processor and 8 GB of
RAM.
5.3.2 Case #1: Simulation Results for a Winter Day
In this case, the system was tested during a Winter day. The hourly variations in the
temperature, solar irradiance, and PV DG output power are shown in Figure 5.5(d)-(f),
respectively. The daily residential load profile for the Winter season is displayed in Fig-
ure 5.6.
The annual peak load in the system under study occurs in the Winter, as shown in
the four-season load profile shown in Figure 3.3. The load in the system under study is
highly unbalanced. Installing the 286 single-phase PV DG units adds more unbalance to
the system. As a result, this test case represents a worst-case scenario regarding voltage
unbalance.
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Figure 5.7: Hourly variations in (a) the maximum voltage unbalance with and without
the proposed management scheme and (b) the total curtailed PV DG power in the system
using the proposed management scheme during a Winter day
The proposed management scheme was executed every 15 min: an interval selected to be
equal to the sampling period of the smart meters in the system. The first step in the man-
agement scheme is to determine the zone of interest and the phases that require DG curtail-
ment. The results of the DLF algorithm calculated for all of the system buses are employed
in order to identify any violated constraints. As shown in Figure 5.7(a), the voltage unbal-
ance in the system exceeds 2 % from 9:00 AM to 11:45 PM. Next, the management scheme
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locates the buses with a violated voltage unbalance, which are {60,61,62,63,65,66,160,610},
and then identifies which phases should be included in the zone of interest. For the voltage
unbalance in the system under study, the phase voltages of phases b and c are higher than
the average voltage calculated according to (3.17). The voltage unbalance can therefore be
corrected by curtailing the output power of the DG units connected only to phases b and
c in the zone of interest. The scalable optimization problem is then solved for the zone of
interest. The zone of interest in this case includes all the DG units connected to phases
b and c in the system portion fed from bus 60. The number of the DG units in the zone
of interest is 105 units. The zone of interest for Case #1 is indicated in Figure 5.3. The
final step is the calculation of the conditional power permitted, and the sending of this
information to the DG units in the zone of interest.
The voltage unbalance with the proposed management scheme is indicated by the solid
line in Figure 5.7(a). The voltage unbalance was successfully restored to 2 %. The total PV
DG curtailed power is shown in Figure 5.7(b). The hourly variations in the maximum and
minimum values for the voltage in all system buses were plotted as shown in Figure 5.8.
The hourly variations in the maximum percentage reverse power in the system are shown
in Figure 5.9. It can be observed from Figures 5.8 and 5.9 that the system voltage and
reverse power flow are maintained within operational limits during the DG curtailment.
The smart meter sampling period can be considered as the temporal resolution of the
management scheme. Reducing the smart meter sampling period can reduce any possible
constraint violations in the system within the smart meter sampling period, and hence
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Figure 5.8: Hourly variations in the maximum Vmax and the minimum Vmin of the system
using the proposed management scheme during a Winter day
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Figure 5.9: Hourly variations in the maximum percentage reverse power in the system
using the proposed management scheme during a Winter day
improve the operation of the management scheme. The proposed management scheme can
be executed at least for once each smart meter sampling period (15 min). The times re-
quired for the execution of the management scheme are shown in Figure 5.10. The average
execution time is about 4 min, which is shorter than the smart meter sampling period.
These results represent a worst-case scenario with respect to the execution time because
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Figure 5.10: Times required for the execution of the management scheme, which runs every
15 min, during a Winter day
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they were obtained for the system under study with the maximum DG capacity installed.
Reducing the number of DG units installed will decrease the size of the optimization prob-
lem and thus shorten the required execution time. The results produced by the proposed
management scheme therefore indicate its suitability for online operation.
Figure 5.11 shows the total generation of the 286 PV DG units in the system during the
Winter day. The dotted line shows the total generated PV DG power from the conditional
DG components. The broken line indicates the total generated PV DG power without
implementing the management scheme, i.e. without curtailment. The solid line indicates
the total generated PV DG power with implementing the management scheme, i.e. with
curtailment.
Figure 5.11: Total generated power from the 286 PV DG units during a Winter day
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The total energy that can be generated from the unconditional and unconditional com-
ponents of the 286 PV DG units is 10.05 MWhr during the Winter day. This total energy
equals the total area in Figure 5.11. The total energy can be divided into the following
three parts:
1. The energy generated from the unconditional DG components (the green area in
Figure 5.11). This energy equals 8.5428 MWhr, which is equivalent to 85 % of the
total energy.
2. The energy generated from the conditional DG components (the yellow area in Fig-
ure 5.11). This energy equals 1.4242 MWhr, which is equivalent to 14.171 % of the
total energy. Since the conditional capacity is subject to curtailment, this energy is
less than 15 % of the total energy.
3. The energy curtailed from the conditional DG components (the red area in Fig-
ure 5.11). This energy equals to 0.0834 MWhr, which is equivalent to 0.830 % of the
total energy. This curtailed energy is equivalent to 5.532 % of the total energy that
can be curtailed from the conditional DG components in the system.
5.3.3 Case #2: Simulation Results for a Summer Day
In this case, the system was tested during a Summer day. The hourly variations in the
temperature, solar irradiance, and PV DG output power are shown in Figure 5.5(a)-(c),
respectively. The daily residential load profile for the Summer season is displayed in Fig-
ure 5.6.
This test case represents a worst-case scenario for systems equipped with PV DG gen-
eration. Typically, the system loading is minimum and the PV DG generation is maximum
during Summer. As a result, there is a high possibility of reverse power flow in the system.
Reverse power flow can increase system losses and cause system overvoltage.
Figure 5.12(a) shows the hourly variations in the maximum reverse power flow with
and without the proposed management scheme. The reverse power flow is expressed as a
percentage from the line capacity. According to the reverse power flow constraint in (5.7),
the maximum allowable percentage is 30 %.
As shown in Figure 5.12(a), the reverse power flow in the system exceeds 30 % from
10:45 AM to 1:15 PM. The management scheme locates the lines that violate the reverse
power flow constraint. These lines are {150-149, 149-1, 1-7, 7-8, 8-13}. As shown in
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Figure 5.12: Hourly variations in (a) the maximum reverse power flow with and without
the proposed management scheme, (b) the total curtailed PV DG power in the system
using the proposed management scheme, and (c) times required for the execution of the
management scheme, which runs every 15 min, during a Summer day
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Figure 5.13: Hourly variations in (a) the maximum Vmax and the minimum Vmin and (b)
the maximum voltage unbalance of the system using the proposed management scheme
during a Summer day
Figure 5.3, these lines form the path connecting the source bus (150) to bus (13). The
reverse power flow violation occurs in phase c. The reverse power flow can therefore
corrected by curtailing the output power of the DG units connected to phase c in the
system. The zone of interest in this case includes all the DG units connected to phase c in
the system. This zone of interest includes 115 DG units.
The reverse power flow with the proposed management scheme is indicated by the solid
line in Figure 5.12(a). The reverse power flow was successfully restored to less than 30 %.
The total PV DG curtailed power is displayed in Figure 5.12(b). The times required for the
execution of the management scheme are shown in Figure 5.12(c). The average execution
time is about 5 min, which is shorter than the smart meter sampling period.
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Figure 5.14: Total generated power from the 286 PV DG units during a Summer day
The hourly variations in the maximum and minimum values for the voltage in all sys-
tem buses were plotted as shown in Figure 5.13(a). The hourly variations in the maximum
voltage unbalance in the system are shown in Figure 5.13(b). It can be observed from Fig-
ure 5.13 that the system voltage and voltage unbalance are maintained within operational
limits during the DG curtailment.
Figure 5.14 shows the total generation of the 286 PV DG units in the system during
the Summer day. The dotted line shows the total generated PV DG power due to the
conditional DG components. The broken line indicates the total generated PV DG power
without implementing the management scheme, i.e. without curtailment. The solid line
indicates the total generated PV DG power with implementing the management scheme,
i.e. with curtailment.
The total energy that can be generated from the unconditional and unconditional com-
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ponents of the 286 PV DG units is 20.051 MWhr during the Summer day, which is double
the total energy in Case #1. This total energy equals the total area in Figure 5.14. Similar
to Case #1, the total energy in Case #2 can be divided into the following three parts:
1. The energy generated from the unconditional DG components (the green area in
Figure 5.14). This energy equals 17.043 MWhr, which is equivalent to 85 % of the
total energy.
2. The energy generated from the conditional DG components (the yellow area in Fig-
ure 5.14). This energy equals 2.834 MWhr, which is equivalent to 14.134 % of the
total energy. Since the conditional component is subject to curtailment, this energy
is less than 15 % of the total energy.
3. The energy curtailed from the conditional DG components (the red area in Fig-
ure 5.14). This energy equals to 0.1737 MWhr, which is equivalent to 0.866 % of the
total energy. This curtailed energy is equivalent to 5.775 % of the total energy that
can be curtailed from the conditional DG components in the system.
5.4 Summary
The work presented in this Chapter builds on the techno-economic planning model intro-
duced in Chapter 3. In this chapter, a proposed management scheme is employed to con-
trol the conditional DG component in the distribution system calculated by the proposed
techno-economic planning model. The management scheme utilizes a novel scalable opti-
mization model to minimize the curtailment of conditional DG component considering the
online condition of the distribution system. The scalable optimization model enables DG
curtailment to be managed in a specific zone of interest without the necessity of including
the entire distribution system in the optimization model. The scalable optimization model
can therefore effectively reduce the required execution time for the online management
scheme. The simulation results show that the proposed management scheme can success-
fully mitigate the problems associated with high renewable DG penetration levels, such as
reverse power flow, overvoltage, and voltage unbalance, with minimum curtailed energy.
The proposed DG connection online assessment therefore allows renewable generation to
access capacities not currently available under the microFIT regulations.
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6.1 Summary and Conclusions
The objective of the research presented in this thesis is to increase the connectivity of
renewable DG sources in smart grids. To achieve this objective, this thesis presents new
approaches for DG planning and operation to enable increasing the penetration of renew-
able energy generation in distribution systems.
The first phase of this work introduces a techno-economic planning model for increas-
ing renewable DG sources in distribution systems under FIT programs. As discussed in
Chapter 3, the techno-economic planning model divides the output power of each DG
unit into two components, namely the unconditional and conditional components. The
unconditional component is the portion of DG output power that is not susceptible to
curtailment, and the conditional component is the amount of DG output power that is
subject to curtailment. This model represents the main framework on which the proposed
DG connection online assessment, presented in Chapter 5, is based.
The unconditional DG component, which is not subject to curtailment, is determined
using the economic part of the proposed planning model. This component is calculated
such that the IRR of the DG project is equal to the MARR. This approach guarantees
that the DG project is economically feasible for DG investors when a DG power curtail-
ment method is in place. The technical part of the proposed planning model includes an
optimization model for maximizing the number of DG units to be installed in the system
based on technical and economic constraints. The simulation results include a compara-
tive study between the proposed planning model and the current microFIT regulations.
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The study shows that limiting the aggregated DG capacity, as in the current microFIT
regulations, results in a significant reduction in renewable energy capacity when compared
to implementing the proposed planning model. The results also show that the application
of DG power curtailment can significantly increase the renewable DG capacity installed in
the system.
The second phase of this work introduces a novel “zooming” DLF algorithm for smart
grids. As presented in Chapter 4, this algorithm is called zooming due to its ability to
solve the DLF problem in a specific area of interest without necessitating the inclusion of
all of the system buses, hence decreasing the solution time. The zooming DLF algorithm
is employed in the management scheme for DG connection online assessment, presented in
Chapter 5. The zooming feature enables minimizing the curtailed DG power in a specific
area in the system. This area is determined based on the location of the overvoltage,
voltage unbalance, or reverse power flow in the system.
The zooming DLF algorithm features an automated process for constructing and solv-
ing the DLF problem. The zooming algorithm can therefore interact with fast continual
changes of smart grid loads and network topology. The significant reduction in DLF solu-
tion time along with the ability of interacting with network topology changes are essential
for implementing the proposed management scheme for DG connection online assessment,
presented in Chapter 5.
The third phase of this work introduces a management scheme for DG connection online
assessment. As presented in Chapter 5, this scheme employs the smart grid communication
and metering infrastructure to manage the curtailment of the conditional DG components
in the system.
The management scheme for DG connection online assessment is implemented using a
novel scalable optimization model that utilizes the zooming feature of the DLF presented
in Chapter 4. The scalable optimization model minimizes the DG curtailment based on the
system online conditions. The simulation results demonstrate the ability of the proposed
management scheme to accommodate high penetration of renewable DG sources in smart
grids.
6.2 Contributions
The main contributions of this thesis can be highlighted as follows:
1. The development of a novel “zooming” algorithm for DLF analysis in systems with
flexible network topologies. The zooming algorithm enables the online processing of
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the continual changes that take place in the network topology and loads of a smart
grid. A key contribution in the proposed algorithm is the ability to significantly
decrease the DLF solution time by solving the DLF problem for a specific zone of
interest in the distribution system without the necessity of including all of the system
buses in the DLF problem.
2. The development of an economic model for calculating the unconditional DG com-
ponent, which is insusceptible to curtailment, that yields an adequate profit for DG
investors. This proposed approach ensures that the DG project remains economically
feasible when DG power curtailment is in place.
3. The development of a techno-economic planning model for maximizing the number of
renewable DG sources with unconditional/conditional components. The developed
model allows renewable generation to access capacities not currently available under
the microFIT regulations. This is achieved while preserving all the system operational
constraints and ensuring the economic feasibility of the DG projects.
4. The development of a management scheme for DG connection online assessment.
The proposed scheme utilizes a novel scalable optimization problem for managing
the curtailment of conditional DG components. The scalability feature of this model
enables solving the optimization problem in a specific zone of interest without includ-
ing the entire distribution system, hence reducing the problem size and the execution
time for the online assessment scheme. The proposed scheme can effectively solve the
overvoltage, voltage unbalance, and reverse power flow problems while minimizing
the DG curtailed power.
6.3 Directions for Future Work
Based on the research presented in this thesis, the following subjects are suggested for
future studies:
1. The development of the DLF zooming algorithm to solve the DLF problem in weekly-
meshed distribution systems.
2. The application of the DLF zooming algorithm to perform short circuit analysis in a
specific area of interest in the distribution system without including all of the system
buses.
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3. The application of the proposed techno-economic planning model for energy storage
projects.
4. The development of a probabilistic model to determine the curtailed energy from a
DG source under the proposed online assessment scheme. This curtailed energy can
be used to estimate the overall IRR of the DG project while the curtailment is in
place.
5. The development of the proposed online assessment scheme by using a multi objective
optimization model to achieve multiple objectives simultaneously, such as minimizing
system losses and DG curtailment simultaneously.
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Cash Flows of the Candidate DG
Capacities Studied in Chapter 3
Tables A.1-A.6 show the after-tax cash flows of the candidate DG capacities used in Chap-
ter 3. These candidate capacities are 2 kW, 3 kW, 4 kW, 5 kW, 7 kW, and 10 kW.
The after-tax cash flows are calculated using the analysis described in Section 3.2.3. The
parameters of the economic model used in the calculations are listed in Table 3.4.
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Table A.1: After-tax cash flow for a 2 kW rooftop PV DG unit using the analysis described
in Section 3.2.3
End of 
year
Before-tax 
cash flow
Depreciation 
charges
Taxable 
income Taxes
After-tax 
cash flow
Inflation 
index
After-tax 
cash flow 
with inflation
B + C ‐0.3  ×  D B + E F / G
A B C D E F G H
0 -12460 -12460 1 -12460
1 903.47 -4984.00 -4080.53 1224.16 2127.63 1.02 2085.91
2 903.47 -5980.80 -5077.33 1523.20 2426.67 1.04 2332.44
3 903.47 -1196.16 -292.69 87.81 991.28 1.06 934.10
4 903.47 -239.23 664.24 -199.27 704.20 1.08 650.57
5 903.47 -47.85 855.63 -256.69 646.78 1.10 585.81
6 903.47 -9.57 893.90 -268.17 635.30 1.13 564.13
7 903.47 -1.91 901.56 -270.47 633.00 1.15 551.07
8 903.47 -0.38 903.09 -270.93 632.55 1.17 539.87
9 903.47 -0.08 903.40 -271.02 632.45 1.20 529.21
10 903.47 -0.02 903.46 -271.04 632.43 1.22 518.82
11 903.47 0.00 903.47 -271.04 632.43 1.24 508.64
12 903.47 0.00 903.47 -271.04 632.43 1.27 498.67
13 903.47 0.00 903.47 -271.04 632.43 1.29 488.89
14 903.47 0.00 903.47 -271.04 632.43 1.32 479.30
15 903.47 0.00 903.47 -271.04 632.43 1.35 469.91
16 903.47 0.00 903.47 -271.04 632.43 1.37 460.69
17 903.47 0.00 903.47 -271.04 632.43 1.40 451.66
18 903.47 0.00 903.47 -271.04 632.43 1.43 442.80
19 903.47 0.00 903.47 -271.04 632.43 1.46 434.12
20 903.47 0.00 903.47 -271.04 632.43 1.49 425.61
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Table A.2: After-tax cash flow for a 3 kW rooftop PV DG unit using the analysis described
in Section 3.2.3
End of 
year
Before-tax 
cash flow
Depreciation 
charges
Taxable 
income Taxes
After-tax 
cash flow
Inflation 
index
After-tax 
cash flow 
with inflation
B + C ‐0.3  ×  D B + E F / G
A B C D E F G H
0 -14610 -14610 1 -14610
1 1355.21 -5844.00 -4488.79 1346.64 2701.85 1.02 2648.87
2 1355.21 -7012.80 -5657.59 1697.28 3052.49 1.04 2933.95
3 1355.21 -1402.56 -47.35 14.21 1369.41 1.06 1290.43
4 1355.21 -280.51 1074.70 -322.41 1032.80 1.08 954.15
5 1355.21 -56.10 1299.11 -389.73 965.48 1.10 874.46
6 1355.21 -11.22 1343.99 -403.20 952.01 1.13 845.36
7 1355.21 -2.24 1352.96 -405.89 949.32 1.15 826.44
8 1355.21 -0.45 1354.76 -406.43 948.78 1.17 809.77
9 1355.21 -0.09 1355.12 -406.54 948.67 1.20 793.81
10 1355.21 -0.02 1355.19 -406.56 948.65 1.22 778.22
11 1355.21 0.00 1355.20 -406.56 948.65 1.24 762.96
12 1355.21 0.00 1355.21 -406.56 948.65 1.27 748.00
13 1355.21 0.00 1355.21 -406.56 948.65 1.29 733.33
14 1355.21 0.00 1355.21 -406.56 948.65 1.32 718.95
15 1355.21 0.00 1355.21 -406.56 948.65 1.35 704.86
16 1355.21 0.00 1355.21 -406.56 948.65 1.37 691.04
17 1355.21 0.00 1355.21 -406.56 948.65 1.40 677.49
18 1355.21 0.00 1355.21 -406.56 948.65 1.43 664.20
19 1355.21 0.00 1355.21 -406.56 948.65 1.46 651.18
20 1355.21 0.00 1355.21 -406.56 948.65 1.49 638.41
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Table A.3: After-tax cash flow for a 4 kW rooftop PV DG unit using the analysis described
in Section 3.2.3
End of 
year
Before-tax 
cash flow
Depreciation 
charges
Taxable 
income Taxes
After-tax 
cash flow
Inflation 
index
After-tax 
cash flow 
with inflation
B + C ‐0.3  ×  D B + E F / G
A B C D E F G H
0 -16960 -16960 1 -16960
1 1806.94 -6784.00 -4977.06 1493.12 3300.06 1.02 3235.35
2 1806.94 -8140.80 -6333.86 1900.16 3707.10 1.04 3563.15
3 1806.94 -1628.16 178.78 -53.64 1753.31 1.06 1652.18
4 1806.94 -325.63 1481.31 -444.39 1362.55 1.08 1258.79
5 1806.94 -65.13 1741.82 -522.55 1284.40 1.10 1163.32
6 1806.94 -13.03 1793.92 -538.18 1268.77 1.13 1126.63
7 1806.94 -2.61 1804.34 -541.30 1265.64 1.15 1101.82
8 1806.94 -0.52 1806.42 -541.93 1265.02 1.17 1079.68
9 1806.94 -0.10 1806.84 -542.05 1264.89 1.20 1058.41
10 1806.94 -0.02 1806.92 -542.08 1264.87 1.22 1037.63
11 1806.94 0.00 1806.94 -542.08 1264.86 1.24 1017.28
12 1806.94 0.00 1806.94 -542.08 1264.86 1.27 997.33
13 1806.94 0.00 1806.94 -542.08 1264.86 1.29 977.78
14 1806.94 0.00 1806.94 -542.08 1264.86 1.32 958.61
15 1806.94 0.00 1806.94 -542.08 1264.86 1.35 939.81
16 1806.94 0.00 1806.94 -542.08 1264.86 1.37 921.38
17 1806.94 0.00 1806.94 -542.08 1264.86 1.40 903.32
18 1806.94 0.00 1806.94 -542.08 1264.86 1.43 885.60
19 1806.94 0.00 1806.94 -542.08 1264.86 1.46 868.24
20 1806.94 0.00 1806.94 -542.08 1264.86 1.49 851.22
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Table A.4: After-tax cash flow for a 5 kW rooftop PV DG unit using the analysis described
in Section 3.2.3
End of 
year
Before-tax 
cash flow
Depreciation 
charges
Taxable 
income Taxes
After-tax 
cash flow
Inflation 
index
After-tax 
cash flow 
with inflation
B + C ‐0.3  ×  D B + E F / G
A B C D E F G H
0 -19250 -19250 1 -19250
1 2258.68 -7700.00 -5441.32 1632.40 3891.08 1.02 3814.78
2 2258.68 -9240.00 -6981.32 2094.40 4353.08 1.04 4184.04
3 2258.68 -1848.00 410.68 -123.20 2135.48 1.06 2012.31
4 2258.68 -369.60 1889.08 -566.72 1691.96 1.08 1563.11
5 2258.68 -73.92 2184.76 -655.43 1603.25 1.10 1452.11
6 2258.68 -14.78 2243.90 -673.17 1585.51 1.13 1407.89
7 2258.68 -2.96 2255.72 -676.72 1581.96 1.15 1377.19
8 2258.68 -0.59 2258.09 -677.43 1581.25 1.17 1349.58
9 2258.68 -0.12 2258.56 -677.57 1581.11 1.20 1323.00
10 2258.68 -0.02 2258.66 -677.60 1581.08 1.22 1297.04
11 2258.68 0.00 2258.68 -677.60 1581.08 1.24 1271.60
12 2258.68 0.00 2258.68 -677.60 1581.08 1.27 1246.67
13 2258.68 0.00 2258.68 -677.60 1581.08 1.29 1222.22
14 2258.68 0.00 2258.68 -677.60 1581.08 1.32 1198.26
15 2258.68 0.00 2258.68 -677.60 1581.08 1.35 1174.76
16 2258.68 0.00 2258.68 -677.60 1581.08 1.37 1151.73
17 2258.68 0.00 2258.68 -677.60 1581.08 1.40 1129.15
18 2258.68 0.00 2258.68 -677.60 1581.08 1.43 1107.01
19 2258.68 0.00 2258.68 -677.60 1581.08 1.46 1085.30
20 2258.68 0.00 2258.68 -677.60 1581.08 1.49 1064.02
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Table A.5: After-tax cash flow for a 7 kW rooftop PV DG unit using the analysis described
in Section 3.2.3
End of 
year
Before-tax 
cash flow
Depreciation 
charges
Taxable 
income Taxes
After-tax 
cash flow
Inflation 
index
After-tax 
cash flow 
with inflation
B + C ‐0.3  ×  D B + E F / G
A B C D E F G H
0 -24500 -24500 1 -24500
1 3162.15 -9800.00 -6637.85 1991.35 5153.51 1.02 5052.46
2 3162.15 -11760.00 -8597.85 2579.35 5741.51 1.04 5518.56
3 3162.15 -2352.00 810.15 -243.05 2919.11 1.06 2750.74
4 3162.15 -470.40 2691.75 -807.53 2354.63 1.08 2175.31
5 3162.15 -94.08 3068.07 -920.42 2241.73 1.10 2030.40
6 3162.15 -18.82 3143.34 -943.00 2219.15 1.13 1970.54
7 3162.15 -3.76 3158.39 -947.52 2214.64 1.15 1927.97
8 3162.15 -0.75 3161.40 -948.42 2213.73 1.17 1889.40
9 3162.15 -0.15 3162.00 -948.60 2213.55 1.20 1852.20
10 3162.15 -0.03 3162.12 -948.64 2213.52 1.22 1815.85
11 3162.15 -0.01 3162.15 -948.64 2213.51 1.24 1780.24
12 3162.15 0.00 3162.15 -948.65 2213.51 1.27 1745.33
13 3162.15 0.00 3162.15 -948.65 2213.51 1.29 1711.11
14 3162.15 0.00 3162.15 -948.65 2213.51 1.32 1677.56
15 3162.15 0.00 3162.15 -948.65 2213.51 1.35 1644.67
16 3162.15 0.00 3162.15 -948.65 2213.51 1.37 1612.42
17 3162.15 0.00 3162.15 -948.65 2213.51 1.40 1580.80
18 3162.15 0.00 3162.15 -948.65 2213.51 1.43 1549.81
19 3162.15 0.00 3162.15 -948.65 2213.51 1.46 1519.42
20 3162.15 0.00 3162.15 -948.65 2213.51 1.49 1489.63
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Table A.6: After-tax cash flow for a 10 kW rooftop PV DG unit using the analysis described
in Section 3.2.3
End of 
year
Before-tax 
cash flow
Depreciation 
charges
Taxable 
income Taxes
After-tax 
cash flow
Inflation 
index
After-tax 
cash flow 
with inflation
B + C ‐0.3  ×  D B + E F / G
A B C D E F G H
0 -31400 -31400 1 -31400
1 4517.36 -12560.00 -8042.64 2412.79 6930.15 1.02 6794.27
2 4517.36 -15072.00 -10554.64 3166.39 7683.75 1.04 7385.38
3 4517.36 -3014.40 1502.96 -450.89 4066.47 1.06 3831.93
4 4517.36 -602.88 3914.48 -1174.34 3343.02 1.08 3088.43
5 4517.36 -120.58 4396.78 -1319.04 3198.32 1.10 2896.82
6 4517.36 -24.12 4493.24 -1347.97 3169.39 1.13 2814.32
7 4517.36 -4.82 4512.54 -1353.76 3163.60 1.15 2754.10
8 4517.36 -0.96 4516.40 -1354.92 3162.44 1.17 2699.11
9 4517.36 -0.19 4517.17 -1355.15 3162.21 1.20 2646.00
10 4517.36 -0.04 4517.32 -1355.20 3162.16 1.22 2594.08
11 4517.36 -0.01 4517.35 -1355.21 3162.15 1.24 2543.20
12 4517.36 0.00 4517.36 -1355.21 3162.15 1.27 2493.34
13 4517.36 0.00 4517.36 -1355.21 3162.15 1.29 2444.45
14 4517.36 0.00 4517.36 -1355.21 3162.15 1.32 2396.52
15 4517.36 0.00 4517.36 -1355.21 3162.15 1.35 2349.53
16 4517.36 0.00 4517.36 -1355.21 3162.15 1.37 2303.46
17 4517.36 0.00 4517.36 -1355.21 3162.15 1.40 2258.29
18 4517.36 0.00 4517.36 -1355.21 3162.15 1.43 2214.01
19 4517.36 0.00 4517.36 -1355.21 3162.15 1.46 2170.60
20 4517.36 0.00 4517.36 -1355.21 3162.15 1.49 2128.04
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Appendix B
Distribution Load Flow Results for
the Forward/Backward Method and
the Proposed Zooming Algorithm
Presented in Chapter 4
Tables B.1 and B.2 show the DLF results for the zones of interest of the IEEE 37-bus and
123-bus systems, respectively, as discussed in Chapter 4. The results are obtained using the
Forward/Backward (F/B) method and the proposed DLF zooming algorithm presented in
Chapter 4. For the F/B method, the DLF problem is solved for all the system buses. On
the other hand, in the case of the proposed zooming algorithm the DLF problem is solved
only in the zone of interest. The DLF results of the buses included in the zone of interest
only are displayed in Tables B.1 and B.2. The zone of interest in the IEEE 123-bus system
contains single-phase feeders. The DLF results of the missing phases of the single-phase
feeders are written as not applicable (N/A) data in Table B.2.
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